^ey, M.
corbutic and siSVen«8Mr
also for sale by
eiuP'
Hohnan’s Medicines °f lhea'■"8 named persons ’arfl
e named medicines I??"1’
Kittredge & Cleav^^ft
Un Lamper. Hain»u
r|y< Rochester Plains”}^
o; Wm. Gaul,, Co,,
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SANT REMEDYFOIl^

Corns!
Pn known for years, that tU
NCORN PLASTER
S immediate relief, and effects
in cure for Corns. By ¡ls a
rding to accompanying direc.
J is softened, attenuated, and
the roots, without the least
I the trouble and danger atzardous and ineffectual pracng the Corn by mere cutting,
ng instances, from many ©thr character, sufficiently attest
• efficacy of the
Corn

of Boston, was a number of
d by a very painful Corn, had
thing recommended without
rendered a perfect cripple,
ns Plaster he was perfectly
rn, and freed from his lamen of Greenfield was years af.
ery painful Corn, and was
ox, after every other plaster
to no purpose.
)f Boston, was cured of a
>rn by one box.
— To those afflicted with
feet, I do certify, that ¡have
* Corn Plaster with comBefore I had used one box,
which had troubled me for
I make this public for the
afflicted with that painful
fSignedjJ
WM. SHAW,
ng Island, Feb. 28.
mts a box, with directions.)

’ re"medy

FOR THE

PILES !

w case of a Cure.
Boston, November 24th.
ile Ointment and Electuary
ad of you, has had an excellave been troubled for years
nd have never found any
rould compare with yours,
was a severe one, but the
: immediate.
I take great
nunicating this to you, for
y who may be suffering undisease.
T. H.

letter may be seen at the
of the Proprietor.
irietor of this Medicine recthe fullest confidence at
valuable remedies yet dismre of the painful and deint of die Piles. He deems.
> publish any other than
timonialin its favour. The
re perfectly answered the
h it is intended, than any
imon use, and affords immi
nent relief, both from the
id its accompanying symphe loins, vertigo, headache,
ndigestion, and other marks
s quite innocent, and may
to all ages and both sexes.
Directions, with a descripmplaint, accompany each
consists of two boxes, one
ntment, and the other an»
ce $1 for both articles, or
iut one only is wanted.
rom the Original Recipe ift1
>r. W. T. Conway, by his
°ssor, and the Bole Propri*
IER, and for sale at his
, No. 99, next door to J.
Store, corner of Court and
near Concert Hall, Boston,
jy his special appointment,
ill the valuable Medicines
the late Dr. Conway,) by
ORDAN, Kennebunk.
'OPE, Kennebunk-port.
AFIELD, Wells.
nt made to those who buy

ten Cheese.

LBS. of a superior quality
just received from Nev»
by
_
/¿LIAM LORD & Co.

KING—afirs?ratearticle
king; Black Sand.
D. REMICR-
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No. 45.

Purity of character.-A clear unblemished I Washington, Feb. 23.-Letters from Andram, T. W O. Brien, J. T. Paine, W. Patten#
•Alitine legislature.
character comprehends not only the integrity ¡napolis, received bv gentlemen in this city
PURLiyiED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
Shapleigh, Towle, &c.—73.
that will not offer, but the spirit that will not ¡state that a meeting ofthe Whig members of HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
The request for the use of the Hall to-morrow
i J AMES K. REMICH.
submit to an injury ; and whether it belongs . the
' General......................
Assembly of.Maryland, and othtor a political meeting, submitted by W. J. T.
MONDAY, MARCH 5.
Officeon ihe Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House. to an individual or to a community, it is the ; er Whigs of the State then present, was held
lame, was taken up, and the Use ofthe Hall
The following Resolves, introduced by Mr. after adjournment of the House, was granted
foundation of peace, of independence, and of in the House of Delegates of Maryland, Feb.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— safety.—Anon.
without objection.
19,1838, pursuant to notice, at which Rich Codman were unanimously passed.
Iriterest will be charged on all subscriptions which
Resolves respecting the late Hon. Jona The Speaker announced the following select
ard Thomas presided. At this meeting res than
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
ClLLEY.
Useless precepts.—Most precepts of parents
committee on the petitions and remonstrances re
paper discontinued, except at the option ofthe pub and teachers are lost sight of at the very time olutions were adopted, recommending to the
Resolved, That the intelligence of the sud lating to the County of Franklin : Messrs. Ap
suffrage of the People of the United States,
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for when it is important to observe them—as the Henry Clay, as a fit person for the Presiden den death ofthe Hon. Jonathan Ciiley, Rep pleton, Patten, Hobbs, Hinks, Chase, Dana and
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount label, “ shut the door,” is invisible when the cy ; approving of a National Convention to resentative in Congress of this State, has 1. Fowler.
charged for its insertiq^
«
door is opened widest, and thrown back a- nominate a candidate for that office, whom, been received with unfeigned grief.
FRIDAY, MARCH &
gainst the wall.
Resolved, That the people of this State hold
when nominated, whether it be their first
Mr. Tenney caMSd up the bill providing fot
MISCEJffLANEO’jUS. k
choice or any other, they pledge themselves in high estimation the distinguished talents the election of County Commissioners, and movThe devil, observes Tillotson, tempts the to support; and authorize the Whig Senators and public services of the deceased, and leel
¿-n e referred 10
next Legislature.
Education, of Femafa.—-There is a active and vigorous into his service, knowing and Representatives from that State to unite the deepest sympathy for his afflicted widow,
1 he bi was referred to the next Legislature
and friends.
Season when the,youtKfi#M&ost' cease to be what fit and proper instruments they are to with other Whig Sena
. and Representa children
:>v Pie ivilowing vote.
Resolved, That, ati^ted copieFofthese Re tt
ìy°un{U qjpfl I He beautiful t^xcite ajlmi- do his drudgery ; but the slothful and idle, no tives in Congress, to appoint a suitable time
. Carle, A. L. Came, Dudley#
*
;4olearn How lo grow old gracef.illy, body having hired them or set them to work, and place for holding a National Convention solves be forwarded to the widow of the de Hobbs, Hight, Hersey, Jordan# Kimball# Mil
dram,
&c.
—
83.
ceased,
and
to
each
of
the
Senators
and
Rep

lie
in
his
way,
and
he
stumbles
upon
them
as
for that purpose.—Nat. Int.
is perhaps one of the rarest and most val
Nays—Messrs M. Ayer, Brackett, G. W#
resentatives in Congress from this State.
goes about, and they do, as it were, offer
uable arts that can be taught to woman. he
Mr. Appleton from the Committee to whom Came, Cook, Frisbee, G. 8. Lord, Shapleio-h#
themselves to his service ; and having nothing
The next President—A new proposal.—A
And, it must be confessed, it is a most to do, they even tempt the devil himself to
lowle, &c.—65.
writer in the National Intelligencer, remark was recommitted a Bill to suppress the sale
The Bill to suppress the sale of ardent spirits
Sevère trial for those women to lay down tempt them, and to take them in his way.
of ardent spirits, reported the bill in a new was
ing
on
the
subject
of
the
next
Presidency,
taken up.
beauty, who have nothing else to take up.
It was laid on the table and 300 copies
Mr. Appleton proposed an amendment, id
and the question of who shall be the candi draft.
ordered
to
be
printed.
It is for this sober season of life that edu- None should despair, because God can help date of the opposition, proposes to settle all
make the manner of voting on the bill more
Referred to the next Legislature—petition of clear and definite, and directing the Secretary
tation should lay up its rich resources. them ; and none should presume, because conflicting claims between the three most
et als—citizens ot Belfast for Road of State to furnish the towns with blank returns
However disregarded they may have been, God can cross them.
prominent individuals, by the following novel P. Mellen
relative to removal of Judicial officers. —accepted.
they will be wanted now.
arrangement. Each of the distinguished in order
Petition of Warren Clark and Mary Clark,
The bill was further amended on motion of
women are beloved, without know dividuals, he contends, is competent and
When admirers fall away, and flatterers ingMany
it, but more think they are loved, when sound in his views, and wholly opposed to representing that the hymenial chains that Mr. Holmes^so that it shall go into effect iri
become mute, the mind will be driven to they are not. They generally discover their
they have for years worn are exceedingly thirty days after the issuing of the Governor’s
the present order of things. Each has ardent galling,
retire into itself, and if it find no entertain mistake after marriage.
and respectfully requesting that tlTey proclamation, declaring a majority of votes in
admirers,
who
give
their
favorite
the
prefer

may be “ put asunder”—referred to commit favor ol it. Also that the bill be published in all
ment at home, will be driven back again up
ence ; and all, he adds, may be gratified bv tee
the papers three weeks successively, previous to
on Judiciary.
A joker in New York having met a short adopting the following order of a natural
on the world with increased force. Yet, for
the first Monday of November.
Petitions
of
friends
of
Temperance
referred.
getting this, do we not seem to educate our gentleman whose first name was Wm. turned succession :
Several amendments were proposed and re^
Resolve in favor of Parsonsfield Academy jected.
daughters exclusively for the transient peri and walked back by his side. In a little while William Henry Harrison was born in
refused
a
passage.
Report granting leave to withdraw on petb
od of youth ? Do we not educate them for the gentleman turned to his uninvited com Henry Clay was born in
1777
panion and asked him if he had any business
tion of Warren and Mary Clark, for a divorce,
a crowd and not for themselves ?—for show, with him. ‘ None at all,’ said the other, ‘ but Daniel Webster was born in
1782
TUESDAY, MARCH 6.
came from the Senate accepted, and ordered to
and not for use ?—for time, and not for as the law does not allow us to pass small
N. F. Express.
Mr. Hamlin called up the Report of the be printed in the volume of Resolves and in all
eternity ?
committee on Finance in relation to the pro the newspapers ; arid the House concurred.
Bills, 1 have turned about.—Bos. Her.
Petition of G. Kimball and 42 als. for aboli
A Governor arrested.—Governor M’Nutt, ceedings of the late Treasurer, which was, on
tion of C. C. Pleas, and that three referees and
his
motion,
accepted.
of
Mississippi,
after
his
election,
says
the
Quaker Courtship.—Hum ! Yea and veri
Character.—Amongst the happiest and
The House recede and concur with the six jurors be chosen in each town to try all ca
Louisville Journal, went down to visit New
proudest possessions of a man is his charac ly, Penelope, the spirit urgeth and moveth me Orleans, and had no sooner arrived than he Senate on the disposition ofthe N. E. Boun ses less than $200 ; presented and referred.
to beseech thee to cleave unto
Mr. Tenney, from the committee on the North
ter—it is a wealth—it is a rank of itself. wonderously
me. and become flesh of my flesh and bone of was unceremoniously clapped into the cala dary papers.
eastern Boundary, made a report, which was
It usually procures him the honors, and my bone. Hum ! Truly, Obadiah, thou hast boose, under a sheriff’s warrant for debt.
Mr. H. W. Paine from the committee on read and accepted. The report concluded with
rarely the jealousies of fame. Like most said wisely, and inasmuch as it is written, that But “ there is no pressure which any honest Elections made a report that Thomas W. a series of resolves which were read once, laid
O’Brien was entitled to his seat. Report ac on the table, and 2000 copies of the report and
treasures that are attained less by circum it is not good for man to be alone, lo and be man should regret.”
cepted.
resolves ordered to be printed.
stances than ourselves, character is a more hold I will sojourn with thee. Hum !
Mr. H. W Paine from the committee on Fi
Referred
to
the
next
Legislature
—
Order
rel

Gold
for
the
Office
Holders
and
irredeemable
felicitous reputation than glory. The wise
nance, reported a resolve authorizing a loan not
ative
to
impounding
beasts
—
petition
of
Pe

Pet
Bank
Bills
for
the
old
Pensioners.
—
Mr.
41 say, Ninn,’said a person to the corporal,
man, therefore, despises not the opinion
Asa Pickering, a member of the Massachu nobscot Medical and Surgical Society—sub exceeding $300,000, and repealing the former
of the world — he estimates it at its full * I have got a musquito in my ear, and am setts Legislature, testifies on oath that he ject of organizing certain plantations into resolve, authorizing a loan of $270,000 ; read
value—he does not wantonly jeopardise afraid he will get into my head.’ ‘ No mat called at the office of the Pension Agent, in school districts—petition of Wm. Oakes et als. once and to-morrow assigned.
ter,’ said the corporal, ‘ he will find plenty of
Leave of absence granted to Mr. A. L<
his treasure of a good name—he does not room.’
Boston, in October last, to receive a pension — Bill to increase the number of Justices of Came, from and after I2th inst. Adj.
the
Court
of
Common
Pleas.
rush from vanity alone, against the receiv
due his father for Revolutionary services.
Leave of absence granted to Elisha Boded sentiments of others—he does not haz
A man being asked by his neighbor how His father already had on hand a quantity of wel! from and after Wednesday next.
SATURDAY, MARCH 10.
ard his costly jewel with unworthy com his wife did, made this answer : ‘ Indeed the bills of the Commonwealth Bank, who
Mr. Appleton called up the bill to suppress
Legislation inexpedient— relative to encour
instructed
him
to
procure
other
money,
if
batants and for a petty stake. He respects neighbor, the case is pitiful; my wife fears she
the sale of ardent spirits for common use*
possible. He called and made the necessary aging the manufacture of silk.
the legislation of decorum. If he be benev shall die, and I fear she will not, which affidavit,
Finally Passed—Resolves in favor of the xMr. A. offered a substitute for the second sec
for
which
he
was
charged
and
paid
olent, as well as wise, he will remember makes a disconsolate house.’
inserting “ wine” instead of “ intoxica
25 cents in specie. He then received a check towns of Hollis and Corinna—of Penobscot tion,
that character affords him a thousand util
for sixty three dollars, and presented it for tribe of Indians—of Robert Waugh—of Hi ting drinks,” &c.
ities, that it enables him the better to for A New One.—One day last week, while a payment as directed, to the counter of the ram Liford—for purchase of 6 small maps of Many motions to amend wefe made, de
give the erring, and shelter the assailed. cloud was every moment threatening us Commonwealth Bank, and was tendered a Maine—in favor of Wm. Thomas—Calvin S. bated and lost, as were also motions to in
with a deluge, we saw an honest Irishman
definitely postpone, recommit and refer to ths
But that character is built on a false and carrying water with great apparent haste. fifty dollar bill of that bank, and also a ten Wheeler—of Charles Fogg—Ariel Wall.
next Legislature#
hollow basis, which is formed, not from ‘ What is the matter, Dennis ?’ said we, is the and a three dollar bill on the same bank. He
Bill passed to be engrossed as follows i
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7.
told
the
Pension
Agent,
who
was
President
the dictates of our own breast, but solely house on fire ? ‘ Och, no sir,’ said he, ‘ non
Yeas—Messrs. M. Ayer, Carle, A. L. Camë#
Mr. Lyman, from the conferees on the
of
this
bank,
that
he
wanted
better,
and
de

from the fear of censure. What is the es at all, but it’s me cabbages that I’m after clined receiving them. He told him that he Small Bill Law, reported that the conferees on Hobbs, Hight, Jordan, J. Lord, G. S. Lord,
sence and the life of character ? Principle, getting watered before it rains.’
wanted a little specie for his old father ; take the part of the Senate had submitted no prop W. Patten, Shapleigh, Towle, &c.—106.
Nashua Telegraph.
integrity, independence !—or, as one of our
that or nothing was the reply of the Presi osition, and had refused to agree to the prop Nays—Messrs. A. Brackett, S. Barker, G.
osition made by the conferees on the part of W. Came, Hersey, Mildram, &c.—30.
great old writers hath it, ‘ that inbred loyalty
The editor of the Transcript tells a good dent. He then told him that he should like
Report on petition of J. C. Burnham et als.
unto virtue which can serve her without a story, to which he was personally a party, in to have the thirteen, the ten, or the three in the House.
to be set off from Scarborough to Saco, grant
Bill
suspending
the
Small
Bill
Law
came
specie.
All
were
refused.
He
then
stated
livery? These are qualities that hang not order to illustrate the effects of practical be
from the Senate, with the preamble stricken ing leave to withdraw, and after some dis
upon any man’s breath. They must be nevolence. He was crossing to the cor that the least they could do was to give him out, and the bill passed to be engrossed. On cussion between Messrs. Moulton, Hersey
25 cents in specie which he had just paid
formed within ourselves ; they must make ner of Hancock and Myrtle streets, at a time the
motion of Mr. Appleton, the House receded and Bradbury, was referred to a select com
them. This was refused him I
mittee of the House,
ourselves—indissoluble and indestructible when the streets were flooded by a thaw, and
and concurred.
Somerset Journal.
Mr. H. Hamlin moved to reconsider. Thë
Legislation inexpedient reported and accepted
as the soul ! If, conscious of these posses suddenly encountered another gentleman on
order relative to prohibiting the sale of spirit subject had been investigated fairly already.
sions, we trust tranquilly to time and occa the centre of an ice bridge, over which but
A voicefrom New York.—In the U. S. Sen on
uous liquors within one mile of parade—also on Mr. Bradbury opposed—he said the commit
sion to make them known, we mav rest one person could pass at a time. To re ate on Thursday last, Mr. Tallmadge present an order relative to the expediency of reducing tee
made a party question of it, and there was
assured that our character, sooner or later, treat was impossible, without plunging an ed the resolutions of the Assembly of New military trainings to one in a year.
a political majority at its last meeting in fa
York
against
the
sub-Treasury
Bill
now
be

Mr.
Parris,
by
leave,
introduced
Resolves
res

will establish itself. We cannot more de kle deep into the water. The gentleman
of leave to withdraw. Reconsideration
fore the Senate. Mr. T. said he cheerfully pecting the investigation into the sudden death vor
feat our own object than by a restless and fe deliberately put his hand in his pocket, drew complied
prevailed, and the House concurred.
with the request contained in one of the late Jonathan Ciiley.
vered anxiety as to what the world will sav forth a cent, and exclaimed, ‘ Head or tail? of the resolutions to present them to the Sen On motion of Mr. Tenney, the Resolves re
Mr. Hamlin moved to reconsider the last
of us. Except, indeed, if we are tempted ‘ Tail,’ said the editor. 1 Tail it is,’ said ate of the United States. He would also take lating to the currency were taken up. Question vote, in order that reconsideration might not
be moved hereafter. Motions to lay on the
to unworthy compliances with what our the gentleman, and off he jumped into the this occasion to say, that the body from which on passing them to be engrossed.
Mr. Hamlin then took the floor, and spoke at table and to postpone till Tuesday next were
conscience disapproves, in order to please water, and waded to the sidewalk, without these resolutions came was composed of as length
lost.
in opposition to the Resolves.
the fleeting capricious countenance of the giving the editor time to thank him for his enlightened, talented and patriotic men as
At half past 12, Mr. Hamlin gave way for an
Mr. Norton said a most extraordinary coursë
had been assembled at the Capitol of the State adjournment. The resolutions were laid on the
time.—Bulwer’s Student.
had been taken to deprive the minority of
courtesy.
for a series of years past. They were fresh table for a few minutes
their rights. The gentleman had moved a
from the People, and Mr. T. had no doubt
Leave to withdraw their petitions was reconsideration with the avowed object of
A Valuable Sentiment.—“ If there
Rap! rap 1 rap 1 knocked an honest expressed truly the wishes and feelingsofa granted to Isaac W. Britton et als.—Wm. cheating
the minority out of their rights.
is any sentiment of most value, for the Hibernian the other night at the door of a large majority of the electors of the State of Patten et als.—John Gray et als.—George M. Such a course could not be justified on any
New
York.
Mr.
T.
said
he
concurred
fully
Chase
et
als.
—
J.
S.
Hall
et
als.
—
W.
W.
comfort, the character, the virtuous socia c;t, when the latter opening the window
principle which could be advanced. Adj.
bility of the young—one that will shed asked what’s the matter ? « Be aisy,” in the sentiments and views contained in Rand et als.—John Shaw et als.
those resolutions, and that, in- his opinion,
Mr.
Tenney
moved
a
reconsideration
of
the
the greatest charm over society, and make says Pat, ‘ it is’nt you, but your neigh they set forth with great force and brevity, vote whereby the House concurred with the Sen
MONDAY, MARCH 12.
it the most pure—it is that which incul bor’s house on fire,— he’s no knocker, and the objections to the adoption of the sub ate, in limiting the committee on the N. E. Boun
Bill to increase the compensation of Ju
cates perfect delicacy and purity in the I’ve borrowed yours a bit?
Treasury scheme. He particularly agreed dary in the printing of documents relating to the rors was passed to be engrossed alter à lon£
with the Assembly, that “the persevering ef sale ofthe disputed territory. Agreed to. Mr. discussion. Yeas 90, nays 25.
intercourse of the sexes. Virtue of any
then moved that 5000 copies of the documents,
Bill authorizing the President and Co. of
Two brothers coming once to be exe forts made to procure its adoption have deep T
Irind never blooms when this is not cher
with certain other papers connected with the
the Maine Bank to reduce their capital was
ished. Modesty and purity once gone, cuted for some enormous crime, the eldest ly alarmed the people of that state, and fur subject, be printed. Agreed to.
refused a passage to be engrossed, yeas 48,
every flower that would diffuse its frag was turned off first, without speaking one nish at this time, a prominent obstruction to
AFTERNOON.
the revival of credit and business, and a re Mr. Hamlin continued and concluded his re nays 54.
rance over life, withers and blights every word : the other mounting the ladder be turn to specie payments by the banks.”—
Resolves protesting against the annexation
against the resolutions on the currency.
virtue—none that so enfeebles and pros gan to harrangue the crowd, whose ears These resolutions were ordered to be printed. marks
He was followed by Mr. Bradbury in favor, Mr. of Texas were laid on the table.
trates every ennobling feeling of the soul were attentively open to hear him, expect
Levensaler against, and Mr. Appleton, in favor
The report of the committee on State
Good
ns to indulge in a life of impurity. Now ing some confession from him.
Lands made on Saturday was accepted.
The last “ Huron Reflector,” published at of the resolutions.
Mr. J. T. Paine moved, as an amendment, the
The House concurred’ the Senate in refus*
should purity dwell in the heart ;—breathe people, says he, my brother hangs before Norwalk, Huron county, Ohio, contains/orh/additional resolution.
ing to pass a bill to exempt certain property
from the lips ; kindle in the eye ; live in my face, and you see what a lamentable one Sheriff’s sale notices, occupying about following
Resolved, That the late U S. Bank ought not from attachment.
the imagination ; and dwell in the inter spectacle he makes ; in a few moments I ten columns of that paper. The Commer to be rechartered.
Legislation inexpedient—On order relative
cial
cities
and
manufacturing
towns
of
the
Mr Tenney said it would be absurd to adopt
course of all the young ?”—Barnes’s Notes. shall be turned off too, and then you will
east, have long suffered under the heavy load the amendment. There was no such institution to attachment on mesne process.
see a pair of spectacles.
Leave of absence to Thomas W. O’Brien
ofpressure” brought about by the “ visiona now in existence as the late U. S. Bank ; it was
ry schemers” at the head of Government,— too late to charter an institution not now in being. from and after the 17th inst.
Intellectual Culture.—A cultivated mind
The nigger volunteers are the most loy and now the people of the West must prepare It would be time enough to take up another sub
may be said to have infinite stores of
ject when the one before the House is disposed of.
The following are the names of the mem
innocent gratification. Every thing may al of Sir Francis’ troops, and wear well for the day of trial, tor it will, most assuredly,
The amendment was negatived, yeas 72, nays bers
!
at the session of the House on Friday
be made interesting to it, by becoming a the pomp and circumstance of glorious soon overtake them. “ Let him that stand- 82.
afternoon.—Van Buren men in italics#
a subject ot thought or inquiry. Books war.” They can be heard from the other eth take heed lest he fall,” is an injunction
Carle, A. L. Carne, Dudley, Frisbee#
regarded merely as a gratification, are worth side on guard duty.—« Who come dar ? not altogether inapplicable in the present
THURSDAY, MARCH 8.
Hobbs, Hight, Hersey, Jordan, Kimball, J.
posture of affairs.— Ohio Repository.
more than all the luxuries on earth. A taste
Petitions
presented
and
referred
—
Of
S.
F.
Lord, Appleton, Bucknam, Buxton, Bradbu
for literature secures cheerful occupation for Advance and gib de countersign ; you no
Wetherbee et als. in relation to temperance—
Dunlap, W. Garcelon, Hodsdon, Hancock#
the unemployed and languid hours of life ; passa here widout dat.” The counter
Land Ho /—The receipts of the last quar Samuel Smith and 47 others, for repeal of li ry,
and how many persons, in these hours, for sign—what’s that, answers the challenged. ter at the New York Custom House were a- cense laws—Olive Wyman and 94 als.—H. Harding, Lyman, Lowell, Jr. Penley, Soule,
want of innocent resources are now impelled “ Wy, Victoria, you
fool—you mus bout nine millions of dollars. The receipts A. Wyman and 47 als.—M. Stanley and 79 Warren, Ames, Adams, Chase, J. Gray, M,
Garcelon, Houdlett, Huston, Hubbard, T.
to coarse and brutal pleasure. How many say dat, or you no pass.”
of the same quarter of the year 1836 were als.—S. Stanley and 58 als.—all for the same. M.
Lewis, C. W. Lewis, Ludyrig, Ohs, Pat
young men can be found in this city, who
thirty-six millions of dollars.
The Resolutions on the currency were ta
Reed, Thompson, Thwing, Dodge, H.
unaccustomed to find a companion in a book,
It is supposed that not less than twenty ken up, and Mr. Vose took the floor in sup ten,
A point of order.—A debating society millions of dollars will be borrowed by the port of the resolutions. Mr. Parris followed Gray, Trussel, Wilson, West, Dana, Fowler#
and strangers to intellectual activity, are al
Harris, McLellan, W. B. Smith, S. N. Wil
most driven in the long dull evenings of in a town 4 down east,’ one evening under administration to pay the expenses of the on the other' side.
son, R. Ayer, Lothrop, Blake, Craig# Gardi
winters to haunts of intemperance, and de took to discuss the question,— whether in-) current year. The National debt so proudly
Mr. Tenney spoke about an hour and a half in ner, T. F. Hanscomb, Morton, Holmes, Neal#
praving society. It is one of the good signs femperar.ee or slavery was productive of liquidated, and that too under pressing cir support of tho resolutions on the currency.
of the times, that lectures on literature and the most evil in the United States ? A cumstances, bids fair to swell to an amount Mr. Levenseler made a few remarks on the Norris, Porter, Paine, Prescott, Stevens#
Swanton,Taber, Underwood, Vose, W. S.
science are taking their place among other
under the present dynasty equal to what it other side.
The question was then taken, and the resolu Allen, F. Weeks, Chaplin, Hayford, Holt, E.
public amusements, and attract even more worthy Deacon, contending against the was in J 820.-N. Y. Star.
Smith, Atwood, Coburn, J. Frost, Ingalls,
tions passed to be engrossed as follows :—
than theatres. This is one of the first fruits former, proposed to show its effects on its
Yeas—Carle, A. L. Came, Hobbs, Hight, McDaniel, Norton, Pennel, Tenney, Toby,’
Stop ! stop,’
of our present intellectual culture. What a j victims “ in eternity.”
The Legislature of New Jersey have, by a
Whipple, Welcome, Webb, i E. H. Allen,
harvest may we hope for from its wider j cried the chairman,—4 that’s out of the Uni large majority, repealed the law prohibiting Hersey, Jordan, Kimball, J. Lord, &c.—90.
Nays—M. Ayer, Brackett, S. Barker, Brooks, Doane, Danforth, Roberts, Webster, N. At'
diffusion !—Dr. Channing.
| ted Slates?
the issue of small bills.
G. W. Came, Cook, Frisbee, G. S. Lord, Mil- wood, John True—$3.

STATE OF MAINE*
- ' al anxiety to avoid discussion or examination ' to expunge the treaty provisions, and to hold
based upon the treaty—and I fear that if we 'on with an unyielding grasp to their modern
BY THE &OVERNOH.
once abandon that line in search of a conven-¡claim, and to reject all propositions having
tional
one,
we
shall
never
be
able
to
bring
the
treaty
line
for
their
basis.
I
cannot
but
GOVERNOR’S MESSAGE.
TWENTY-FIFTH CONGRESS......SECOND SESSION.
PROCLAMATION,
To the Senate and House of Representatives : them back again to consider the present line, regard it as unfortunate, that our own generof any binding
al suvcnimcn.,
government, although it has always ---recoggENATE
le- or to recognize the treaty as oi
nmunig ai
„
I herewith communicate for your conside
FOÄ A HAY OF
ration a communication addressed to me by
I y efficacy. I fear, too, that the only question nized our rights to be consulted before any PUBLIC HUMILIATION, FASTING AND PRAYER.
FRIDAY, MARCH 9.
»Secretary
ot
;
negotiations
for
a
conventional
line
will
conventional
line
should
be
adopted,
has
in
n
Secretary of State of the United States, ; in
The Sub-Treasury bill was resumed, and the bthe
correspondence therein referred to,; be, how large a portion of our territory we degree at least given countenance to the proWl!»«
--------- - t
.
The opening year reminds us of the custom
Mr. Bayard concluded a very able speech in
1 North
-- ■ —
“
•
•
reference to the
Eastern Boundary.
. must yield
up.. 'The
------suggestion made by. our pnety and expediency of departing from the of our pious fathers, who laid the foundation
against it, and in reply to Mr. Calhoun. iMr. This communication is
treaty
line.
made
by
request
of
1
government,
to
take
the
river
St.
John
trom
„
“ In a note from the Department of State, 1¡ of our civil institutions upon the broad basis
Morris spoke in lavotir of the general objects the President of the isUnited States,
ui;
and in ■ ¡ts mouth to its source as the boundary, was
of the bill, but opposed the present form qf
dated 28th April, 1835, Sir Charles R. Vaug- [| of religious principle, of designating a day
piiaiwe
with
i.
’
.
o
o..
s
gestion,
1
ask
your
1
rejected,
with
a
simple
expression
of
wonder
his suggf
thè whole people to unite in penitent conit. Mr. Calhoun expressed a desire to speak compliance
fid and
deliberate attention to ....................................................
the facts and that it- should
have
been
made
—and our han was assured that his prompt suggestion,'1Ì for
<tuu uchucioiv
••
I .
r • l
r
fession of their sins, and humble supplication
■■■■
.
.1....
a
jyiajas
His
Britanic
Majesty
’
s
minister,
that
a
ne-J
on the bill on the next day, and moved that Careful
propositions therein contained. The duty j government is told exphciUy' that
the Senate adjourn, which was agreed to.
H would perhaps lie
- — rper
---  esty’s Government cannot consent to embar- gotiation should be opened for the establish for a blessing upon the labors of the coming
devolving upon| me
«
J simple
communication of these ■ rass the negotiation respecting the boundary, ment of a conventional boundary between season.
formed by the
sirn
SATURDAY, MARCH 10.
In compliance with a custom so venerable
doeiimeiHS,"without any remarks or comments by mixing up with it a discussion respecting the two countries, was duly appreciated by and so useful, 1 do, with the advict^nd con
President, who, had he possessed like
The debate on the Sub-treasury bill was of my own. ~But
..... this
" ’' subject,- always
1—
inter- j t|ie navigation of the St. John, as an integral the
powers with His Majesty’s government over sent of the Executive Council, ^appoint
Continued by Mr. Calhoun in a long speech, esting To
Maine,
has
become
more
so
by
this
part
of
the
question.
”
t
Mr. Clay in ?eply, and Mr. Preston, without direct annlication on the part of the President 1 The intimation seems plain, that no nego- the subject, would have met the subject in a Thursday, the twelth day of April next,
to be observed by the people of this State, as
■.
.
.1
_________ :___
__ c.......
coming’to any decision. 1 he benate at1- of the United
States, for the
expression
of the II tiation
for an exchange nftomtni'V
of territory. nr
O1' nrivi.e- favorable spirit.”
Such a suggestion, it seems to me, al a day of public humiliation, fasting and
journed at near six o’clock, Mr. Webstet hav wishes anti will of this State in reference to ! ges will be entered into, but the single point
dictated by a sincere desire to end prayer. And the people are requested to
ing taken the floor.
the adjustment of this long pending question ;- will be, how shall the disputed territory be di- though
the
controversy,
was well calculated to lead assemble in their respective places of Public
‘
.
I
fear
that
if
we
and feeling a deepU interest
personally
and
offi:
vided
between
the
parties,
illlVJJ VCl
-J ..... ...... I
......- [-----our opponents as a matter of policy on their Worship, on that day, to unite in devotional
MONDAY, MARCH 12.
thing
that
relates
to
it,
and
I
abandon
the
treaty
language
—
so
clear
ana
cially m every t.... n ■
exercises appropriate to the occasion.
• > -- and
-j ihonor
-----------|ecjded in
rights
ot gQ
so (ueciueu
m our
our favor,
iuvui, and so
«y much at van- part to clog the previous proposition with in
Several petitions were presented. Mr. anxious mainly that the
May it be regarded as a day for reflection
difficulties, and to encourage them
Crittenden presented the resolutions of the Maine should not be jeopardized or impaired,1 ance with their claim, we shall leave a cer- superable
to persevere in their attempts to obliterate1 and tjppentance, in view of our national and
Legislature of Kentucky, condemning the I feel it to be a duty which 1 owe to the peo- tainty for an uncertainty, and throw doubt, the treaty language.
collective offences and* neglects of duty.
course of the late and the present adminis pie who have assigned me my post of respun- j confusion and embarrassment over our claim
I think the same effect must have resulted! May^we bow in deep Ifumihation, that we
trations in relation to the currency, which, af sibility, to speak my honest opinions and and our course of action, and yield to Great from the singular announcement to the Brit have receiv’ed so much, and improved so litter some pertinent remarks by Mr. Critten views,’plainly and unreservedly, upon the Britain, the great obstacle we now present to ish government by the late President of thei tie ; that there is
much injustice, immoral
den, were read and ordered to be printed. grave matters now submitted to you. I ask hergrasping spirit, the solemn treaty of’83. iUnited States in 1832, in opening the nego ity, profanity and intemperance ; that the
z\nd
what
security
have
we
that
any
line
Several bills were read a third time and pass for my viewj no other weight or influence
under the vote of the Senate for a set passions and principles of men are so little
ed. The Sub-Treasury bill was again taken than such as their intrinsic value may entitle can be fixed upon which shall be permanent, itiation
tlement
of the treaty line, “ that if the Ple under the guiding influence of’ the*fcpreeepts
or
what
certainty
is
there
that
the
new
line
up, and Mr. vVebster addressed the Senate in them to, and I desire only to be regarded as
nipotentiaries
should fail in a new attempt to and doctrines of the Christian religion ; that
may
not
be
declared
to
be
“
impracticable
”
opposition to it. The National Intelligencer connected with you in guarding with watch
agree
upon
the
line intended by the treaty of we witness so few of the peaceable fruits of
whenever
it
may
come
in
contact
will)
any
of
ful care the great interests entrusted to us,
says that—
. .
1783,
there
would
probably be less difficulty righteousness, and so many of the bitter fruits
the
plans
or
wishes
of
Great
Britain
?
It
Mr. Webster spoke at large in opposition and doing my duty in this important crisis
before in fixing a conventional bounda of unrestrained indulgence ; that as a nation
to this measure, as a novelty in legislation according to my best judgment. If my views would certainly be difficult to present a stron than
as measures were in progress to obtain we have been so highly exalted, and have so
and in practice ; in vindication of the credit are errroneous, or if 1 am in your opinion un ger and clearer case than we now do, and if ry,
from the State ofMaine more extensive pow constantly enjoyed the benignant smiles of
system, as the great source of equal and m- necessarily strict and severe in my judgment diplomacy and skill can manufacture doubts ers than were before possessed, with a view Providence, and have thought so much of
d’ividual wealth and general prosperity ; on of intentions, or too limited in my sugges and ei»barrassments in the discussion ofthe of overcoming the constitutional obstacles the gift and so little of the Giver ; that our
the advantage and necessity of a sound cur tions of policy—I trust to you to correct or question as now presented, we may well des
gratitude and obedience have not been pro
rency ; and the constitutional duty of the overrule me. 1 assume no right to dictate or pair of ever fixing a certain and unalterable which had opposed themselves to such an portioned to our favors and obligations; and
arrangement.
”
line
of
boundary.
If
1
am
accused
of
injus

Government to furnish and regulate such a control your action.
If a direct proposition had come to us that our national blessings have so far ex
In the communication from Mr. Forsyth, tice or severity ’ in these remarks, I would
currency ; on the tendency
and necessary.
through
the general government for a speci ceeded our national virtues.
point
in
justification,
to
the
remarkable
prog

with a very
lucid and interesteffects of the pending measure,
i
, and. added ¡n connection
.......................
..
Our sins as a State are the aggregate result
much to his former argument, affirming the i ¡ng history of the negotiations between the ress ofthe doubts and assertions in relation to fic line of boundary, yielding to us territory of individual offences, may each citizen
privileges of navigation equivalent to the
power of Congress to regulate the currency, two Governments, we are informed that the the treaty line of boundary. Whentheques- or
therefore feel a personal responsibility, and
especially as connected with their power , discussions between the Federal Government tion as to which river was the true St. Croix unsettled territory which we might cede to confess and forsake his own evil ways, so that
over commerce and the intercourse between ; ail(j
of Great Britain, have arrived at a of the treaty, (which was the only question them, it would certainly have presented the we may become a people purified and pre
the States. Mr. W. had spoken four hours, j gtage ¡u vvhich the President thinks it due to then in dispute) was before the commission question in a different aspect. But the ques pared for our manifold blessings, and ready
is, as I understand it, whether we
without completing his argument—the great- |! thegState
tale otot Maine
Maine and
and necessary
necessaryto-the
to-theinin ers, under the treaty of 1794, the British a- tion now
take the lead in abandoning the treaty to ask in humiliation and hope for a continu
est, it is believed, he has ever, on any occa- | telligent action of the General Government, gent founded his principal argument lor the shall
and increase of unmerited favors.
sion, delivered—when he yielded the flooi to lake the sense ofz. this
.
cState
. . in regardi to westernmost river, upon the ground that a and volunteer propositions for a conventional ance
Let us pray for the health of the communi
for a motion for adjournment, and the Senate the expediency of opening a direct negotia line due north from the source of that river, line.
In respect to the proposition for additional ty ; that the pestilence that walketh in dark
tion for the establishment of a conventional would only include a part of one of the riv surveys,
adjourned.
as it seems to me inexpedient for ness may not visit us—for our rulers, that
er^
(the
St.
Johns,)
which
have
their
mouths
line, and if Maine should deem an attempt to
this
State
to acquiesce in the proposed nego “ they may be just men, fearing God”—for
TUESDAY, MARCH 13.
adjust the matter in controversy in that form within New Brunswick.
He says, “ the most accustomed and con tiation for a conventional line, until it is de our temporal interests, that success may at
Mr. Webster concluded his great speech — advisable, then to ask the assent of Maine to venient
rule in cases of this kind, is to leave monstrated that the treaty line is utterly im tend honest industry upon sea and land, that
we may say the greatest of all his speeches— i the same.
Ito each power respectively the sources of practicable and void for uncertainty. I can the dark cloud that now hangs over us may
|
The
grave
and
important
question
therefore
on the Constitution and the Union, their ori
dispelled, and that we may learn wisdom
presemeu for
lor your
yuui consideration,
L-onsiuciauun, aas
‘° you will those rivers that empty themselves, or whose have no doubt that the line ought to be run, be
gin, powers, and obligations. The solemnity 1 presented
either by a joint commission of exploration and humility from our temporal reverses—
more
fully
perceive,
by
the
document
referred
|
mouths
are
within
its
territory
upon
the
Sea
(
tuyic
imij
V.
~
----and eloquence of his close were as impres
. J /
i .i
. i * ■7'
zlz,.-.«
I o with
survey, or independently by our own for 011 r institutions of learning, that they may
Uoast, if it ..........
can.. k«
be done
consistenly
with, nr
or and
i
sive and soulstirring as his argument had been to, is whether you will clothe the Executive in conformity with the intent of the treaty.” General
Government, by its own surveyors. be fountains of moral, religious and intellect
1
of the United States with the unlimited powtranscendent and “unanswerable. IIn■ saying
It is evident to me that Great Britian is de ual health and vigor—for our ministers of re
*
*
“
A
line
due
north
from
the
source
of
•
..i-a.
a
new
and
conventional
line,
in
thus much of this extraordinary speech, there er of fixing
to avoid if possible such an exami ligion,—that they may preach the truth in
the western or main branch of the Schoodiac termined
I
treaty boundary.
and with power—for the great
is not one ofthe crowded auditory. which i henIt ofis the
nation
and
exploration and establishment of meekness
¡
or
St.
Croix,
will
fully
secure
this
effect
to
i
certainly gratifying to perceive that.
heard him, who will deem the praise top I .1.,.
and benevolent movements of the age,
i
IVlutno in lu-> hunrrl nml nnniW 11 tod, the United States in every instance, also toi ’the line, and such proof of the real facts of moral
high; nor one of his distinguished peers, .the
right z.C
of MaineHo
be heard and consulted
.
.
1that they may be guided by wisdom and
Great Britain in all instances except in that, the case.
however eminent, who will consider it as before the treaty line is abandoned is fully re of
with success—for our nation, that
It will be perceived that the President in- crowned
,
the
river
St.
John,
wherein
it
becomes
im

cognized
by
the
General
Government
;
and
I
derogating from his own just claims to dis
and iniquity may cease, and
j timates, that if the consent of Maine is not oppression
(
possible
by
reason
that
the
sources
of
this
have
no
doubt
the
Legislature
of
Maine
will
tinction as a statesman or an orator.
peace, plenty and righteousness be preserved
approach the consideration ofthe proposition river are to the westward, not only of ther obtained, for entering into direct negotiations and increased—for our brethren of the hu
a conventional line, and all other meas- ¡
in the same spirit in which it is offered, and western boundary line of Nova Scotia, but for
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14.
failing, “ he will feel it to be his duty to man race, that the blessings we ask for our
with an anxious desire to terminate this long of the sources ofthe Penobscot, and even of tires
Mr. Morris, on leave, introduced a bill to pending and embarrassing question, if it can the Kennebec, so that this north line must of submit another proposition to the government selves may be bestowed upon them—that the
pure and holy religion of Christ, in all its
divide the territory of Wisconsin.
be done without too great a sacrifice of hon necessity cross the St. John, but it will cross of Great Britain to refer the decision of the simplicity and truth, may be extended
The sub-Treasury bill was again taken up, or and right. Although the documents are it in a [»art of it almost at the foot of the high question to a third party.
As this right is claimed on the part of the throughout the earth, and bless, with its cheer
and Mr. Robbins addressed the Senate for an somewhat voluminous, the proposition is sin lands and where it ceases to be navigable.
hour and a half in forcible argument in oppo gle and simple in its character, and easily un But if a north liiie is traced from the source President, as within his constitutional powers, ing and saving influence, the nations that sit
sition to it. Mr. Benton followed in a speech derstood.
ofthe Cheputnatecook, it will not only cross without the consent of Maine, and as no ac in darkness ; and that the whole world may
to the knowledge of the true God, and
in favor of the bill, and against all banks and
I have given to the subject all the reflec the river St. John, within about fifty miles tion on the part of Maine in reference to this come
banking. Before he had finished his speech, tion and examination I have been able to be from Frederickton, the metropolis of New mode of adjustment is asked by the President, bow in humble submission to his holy will.
the people of this State are requested
he gave way to a motion for adjournment.
stow, since the reception of the documents ; Brunswick, but will cut off the sources of the I forbear to comment upon it, but refer it to to And
abstain from labor or recreation inconsist
but with a most anxious desire to acquiesce rivers which fall into the Bay Cheleurs, if not your consideration.
Our situation in relation to this interesting ent with the solemnities of the day, or tend
THURSDAY, MARCH 15.
in any feasible scheme of adjustment, or any of many others, probably ot Meramaichi, arnong them which fall into the Gulf of St. queston at this moment, demands the exer ing to defeat the beneficial effects upon the
reasonable
proposition
for
a
settlement,
I
feel
A message was received from the House,
Lawrence, and thereby be productive of in cise of cool and dispassionate judgment, and character and conduct of the community,
announcing the death of Mr. Carter. Mr. constrained to say that I see little to hope and convenient consequences to the two powers, if careful, cautious, but firm action. We owe which, in its original institution, it was in
much
to
fear,
from
the
proposed
departure
Ruggles made a brief address in eulogy of the
not of contention between them, instead of ter it to the Genera) Government and our sister tended to produce.
deceased, and moved the usual testimonials, from the treaty line.
GIVEN at the Council Chamber, at Au
States, to do nothing rashly or hastily—to
I think that the most cursory examination minating their differences in such a manner, bear and forbear, for the sake of the peace of
which were adopted, and the Senate adjourn
gusta, this ninth day of March, in the
as may be best calculated to produce mutual
ofthe
correspondence
and
movements
on
the
year of our Lord one thousand eight
the nation and the quiet of our borders. But
ed to Saturday.
part of Great Britain, must satisfy any one satisfaction and good understanding, which we have a duty to perform to ourselves and
hundred and thirty-eight, and the sixtythat the leading objects which her diplomat is one ofthe principal and avowed objects of our constituents, who have entrusted the
second year of the Independence of the
the
Treaty.
”
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ists have had in view, since the result ofthe
United States of America.
At this time then, there was no doubt that rights and honor of Maine to our keeping.
arbitration, has been to destroy or lay aside
EDWARD KENT.
FRIDAY, MARCH 9.
Relying upon your patriotism, intelligence
the
line
running
due
north
to
the
highlands
the treaty line, to lead us away from the clear,
conference . »«
The report of the committee
commit.«. of
ofeonfcrenee
tt^oi ih.. treat/ of the treaty, must cross the St. John s river ; and caution, I place these documents before By the Governor :
Samuel P. Benson, Secretary of State.
you, and ask your action upon them, in the
on the disagreeing votes of the . two Houses j and involve
. c
..............discussions,
•
us .in .interminable
j and if the starting point was carried east, it is confident hope that the rights and the territo
on the Neutrality bill was taken up, and after propositions and replies in relation to conven-|admitted
that
such
line
would
cut
off
the
.......
.
r
,
Military Road.—On Monday, Feb. 19, the
ry secured to us by our fathers, in the field
debate it was agreed to.—-The chair announc- , iional lines, no one of which will be accepted
it'. "±‘ “5 and
the cabinet, will not be impaired or sur following resolution was introduced in the
claim.
And
certainly
the
line
was
to
ed that as the Senate had previously concur unless it gives to them a large part of our our
<
House of Representatives at Washington, by
EDWARD KENT.
run equally far north whether the starting rendered.
red in the report, the bill was passed.
territory.
Council Chamber, March 14, 1838.
Mr. Evans, and passed r
point was east or west ; unless the highlands
We find that in May 1833, very soon after inclined to the south. And yet we are now
Resolved, That the Committee on Military
SATURDAY, MARCH 10.
Late
from
England
—
The
ship
Scotland,
the President, in pursuance of the advice of required as a preliminary to admit that the
' Affairs be instructed to inquire into the expeThe Judiciary bill from the Senate was the Senate, had opened a new negotiation to St. John and the Restigouche are not Atlan Robinson, arrived at New York on Friday,' diency of authorizing the construction of the
bringing London papers to Feb. 19th, and military road in the State ofMaine, authorireported with an amendment, which was ascertain the line according to the treaty of’83 tic rivers.
of the 20ih. The bill from the’ zed by the joint resolution of Congress, ap
agreed to, and the bill was ordered to a third —to which treaty line the negotiation was of
In 1814, when the negotiations which re- Liverpool
j
course confined, the British Minister suggest suited in the treaty of Ghent were in prog House of Commons for the temporary govern proved March 2, 1829 ; or with such altera
reading, and was afterwards passed.
of Lower Canada was read a third time tions and variations of the same as public in
ed “ that this perplexed, and hitherto inter ress, no pretence was made that our line did ment
1
minable question, could only be set at rest by not extend beyond the St. Johns, and accord- Jand passed in the House of Lords on the 9th. terest and the security of the frontier may re
MONDAY, MARCH 12.
Accounts had been received in England of
the abandonment of the defective description
A large number of petitions and remon of Boundary contained in the treaty, and by ing to our present views, Great Britain by the evacuation of Navy Island. The British quire.
her negotiators expressly stated, that she Ministers expressed themselves satisfied with
strances wore presented. Among them was the
two governments mutually agreeing upon ,
Liberation of the Bombers.—The two
a memorial relating to the burning ,of the a conventional line, more convenient to both i desires the revision of the frontier between the efforts of our government to repress the
were again brought before the
Caroline, which gave rise to some debate, parties.” The same intention is apparent in !| her North, American Dominions and those of interference of our citizens in the affairs of Bambers
dmiri« which it was difficult to command a , the refusal to acquiesce, in the proposition 1, the United States, not with any view to an ac Canada. As they appear not to have a very Recorder yesterday, in the Sessions Court.
quorum of the House. The memorial was to refer the settlement of the boundary line to quisition of territory, as such, but for the pur high opinion of the efficiency of our Execu His Honor stated that the documents which
finally referred to the Committee on Foreign a commission, to be constituted of an equal pose of securing her possessions, and prevent tive, they the more readily give it credit for had been laid before him, exculpated the
Relations. Mr. Adams presented a memori number chosen by each party, with an Um ing future disputes” * * a And such a va the sincerity of its professions.—Boston Pat. Bambers from the charge on which they had
been arrested, sufficiently to authorize their
al praying Congress to rescind the resolution pire to be designated by a friendly power, riation ofthe line offrontier as may secure a
liberation, which he accordingly ordered, and
of Dec. 21, 1837, and a memorial praying from the most skilful men in Europe, or sec direct communication between Quebec and Hal
From the Western Frontier.—The Albany they were set at liberty.
Congress to.expunge the Declaration of In ondly—that the commission should be entire ifax.”
JVeui York Jour. Com.
And when onr negotiators peremptorily re Argus gives the following notices of the de
dependence from the Journal of the old Con ly composed of scientific men ot Europe, to
gress. He moved to refer them to a select be selected by some friendly power, to be fused to agree to any cession ot territory, the feat ofthe piratical party which attempted to
Upper Canada from Sandusky.
Quere.—If Mr. Cilley had killed Mr. Graves
committee. The motion was laid on the ta attended in the survey and view ofthe coun answer was that they u were not prepared to enter
The Montreal Gazette extra, of Friday eve would the papers in this Stale which are now
anticipate
the
objections
contained
in
the
note
ble, and the House adjourned.
try, by agents appointed by the parties. It; of the American Plenipotentiaries, that they ning, contains the British official account the most clamorous in declaring the act a
was in answer to this proposition that the were instructed to treat lor the revision of (from Col. Maitland) of the defeat of a body “ murder,” have ever used the word “ mur
TUESDAY, MARCH 13.
suggestion of the impracticability of the trea, their boundary lines, with the statement of Patriots from Sandusky Bay, under the der” at all in reference to the affair ? Would
The question on the reference of the North tyline was made, and the intention became\ which they have subsequently made, that command of a person calling himself Col. they have proposed any public meetings or
Eastern Boundary question to the Committee apparent to lead us away from that inconveni they had no authority to cede any part howev- Bradley, who had taken possession of Pelee petitions to Congress, or put their papers ih
on Foreign Relations ivas taken up, and was ent obstacle to their wishes, the treaty lan, er insignificant ofthe territories ol the United Island, from 7 to 9 miles in length, about 40 mourning ? Will any man say he believesguage. The proposition was so equitable States^ although the proposal left it open for miles from Amherstburgb, and 20 from the they would ?—Kennebec Journal.
decided in the affirmative.
The House went into committee of the and'fair—so just to all parties, and so full of them to demand an equivalent for such cession shore. The despatch is dated at Amherstburgh, on the4th inst. It states that, after
whole on the civil and diplomatic appro promise of adjustment upon proceedings sat in territory or otherwise.”
Counterfeit five, franc pieces.—We have re
being hemmed in, the Patriots, who had kept ceived
priation bill, which was debated on the isfactory to u's, that it could not be peremp
a letter from a gentleman in WhiteAnd
yet
now
that
territory
which
they
details, and some amendments were adopt torily rejected. But, although it was enter then offered to pay us for, is claimed as their up a brisk fire, were charged at the point of field informing us that there are numerous:
tained,
the
answer
to
it
clogged
the
proposi

the
bayonet,
Col.
Bradley,
Maj.
Howard,
ed. Before going through the bill the comcounterfeit five franc pieces in circulation in
own ; and that line which then was admitted
mitee rose. At 4 o’clock the House adjourn tion with so many conditions, and so limited and recognized as including the territory Capt’s. Van Rensselaer ami McKeon, and that vicinity. They are well executed but
the
powers
of
the
commissioners,
and
requir

others,
killed,
several
wounded,
and
several
ed.
ed the concession on our part of the all im claimed by us, is now declared to be im taken prisoners. On the part of the British, may be known by there being no letters on
edge, and they also have the appearance
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14.
portant fact, that the St. Johns and Ristigou- practicable, and must be abandoned, and a it states that 3 of the 32nd regt, were killed the
more convenient one sought for, and estab and 28 wounded. It also states that “ the of pewter. This sort of currency is not
ehe
are
not
Atlantic
rivers
—
that
the
original
A message from the President was receiv
whole of the gang driven from Pelee Island quite so hard as it should be.—ib.
ed relative to a canal across the Isthmus of plan was at once deprived of all vitality or lished.
power, or use—and in fact, the reference I I feel most sensibly that this question now are American citizens.”—We hope and be
Darien.
JI Righteous Retribution.—We learn that
The civil and diplomatic appropriation bill would have been merely an agreement to a- I presented is one of very grave importance, lieve not.
Mr. McIntyre, who has for many years beer®
bide
by
the
decision,
provided
both
parties
i
and
that
the
action
now
to
be
had
by
the
Leg

was again taken up and discussed. Before
Sir George Arthur, the new Governor of town Clerk of Bingham, has had leave from
islature of Maine may, and probably will
the bill was gone through with, the committee should be satisfied and assent to it.
Upper
Canada, arrived at New York, in the the people of that town to retire to private
It
is
certainly
somewhat
remarkable,
that'
have
a
very
material
influence
upon
the
relarose and reported progress, and the House
life. He is one of those gentlemen who at
packet
ship Sampson, on Thursday.
if
the
assumed
fact
is
true,
viz
•.
that
the
treations
between
this
government
and
Great
adjourned.
tempted to cheat the people out of the Gov
tv line cannot be laid down or fixed accord- Britain. The painful conviction is forced upernor of their choice. The town Clerk of
General
Sutherland.
—
This
illustrious
warTHURSDAY, MARCH 15.
in" to the treaty, that so much unwillingness ¡ on me that Great Britain is determined to
Leeds, (V. B.) who has been in office seven
Mr. Evans of Maine, announced in appro is exhibited to have an attempt made to as- hold this territory that she now claims,> rior was lately arraigned before a magistrate teen years, has also received his ‘ walking
i
in
Detroit,
that
he
might
pay
for
his
break

certain
it
;
and
if
Great
Britian
is
so
strongly
deeming
it
highly
important,
as
securing
a
priate terms, the decease of his colleague
papers.’—»Somerset Journal.
the Hón. Timothy J. Carter, of Oxford dis convinced of the justice and strength of her[ connection between her provinces in time of fast and that of six of his aids de camp, as he
called
them,
of
whom
one
was
not
long
since
argument
and
claim,
that
she
is
so
reluctant
{
war
and
peace.
Andi
reiterate
the
assertrict. On his motion, the usual testimonials
supernumerary in one of the theatres of The Commercial Bank at Boston has beer®
were voted, and the funeral was ordered to to refer the whole question to disinterested . tion, heretofore made, that we have little to athis
city !—Truly,—the “ patriot” cause goes stopped. The bills, it is said, will be redeena^
hope from the forbearance or action of the
take place at 12 o’clock on Saturday, to which and scientific Europeans.
now
current,
' ed,ed,
butbut
areare
notnot
now
current,
There is an apparent, and I doubt not a re- British government. Their aim is apparent bravely on.— Philadelphia Gazette.
lime the House adjourned.
.
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’ qp|je Sma|] poX jS raging With the most
Sheriff’s Sale.
ALFRED TOWN MEETING.
PROBATE NOTICE
3 .fearful virulence among the North West
Y
ork
,
ss.
—
February 20,. 1838.
I
perceive
by
a
letter
in
the
“
Democrat
”
of
ern Indians, to whom it was communicated
SATURDAY, MARCH 24, 1838.
AKEN on execution and will he sold at Jit a Court of Probate holden at Saco, withiil
week, that the Tories boast of their suc
[ by means of a steamboat trading on the Mis- this
and for the County of York, on the first
Public Vendue, on Saturday the fifth
cess in electing town officers in Alfred. A
in March, in the year of our Lord
New Hampshire.—Returns of the votes souri.—The Mandans have been reduced ' person, unacquainted with the facts, would
day of May next, at two of the clock in theMonday
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the
given at the late general election in the j from 1600 to 30 ;—the Minatarees, which suppose, from the letter alluded to, that there afternoon, at the store of Messrs. Parks &
Hon. WM. d. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
“ Granite State” have been received from numbered 1000, have been reduced one half; had been a great gain on the side of the To Harris in Berwick, in said county, all the /^N the petition of Joshua E. Treadwell,
right
in
equity
which
William
McCrillis,
of
for administration of the estate of
most of the towns. The result, although not ’ —the Arickarees, a tribe of about 3000, about ries. But such is not the fact. In the Aeton in said county of York, yeoman, has
choice of Moderator and Town Clerk, which
so favorable as could have been wished, is, one half dead ;—the Assinaboins, hunters, were the test votes, the tory majority was di to redeem the following described parcels Thomas Jones, late of Kennebunk, in said
county, deceased, praying that administra
nevertheless, exceedingly encouraging to the about 9000 strong, are literally annihilated ;— minished, when compared with the votes in of land, to wit i—The Farm on which said tion of the estate of said deceased may be
friends of sound political principles. The the Crees, a tribe of about 3000, nearly all the election of Governor in September. At William McCrillis now lives, situate in said granted to said petitioner :
Acton, being the westerly half of the tract of
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
whigs, who have been dormant for some destroyed
the great nation of the Black that election Kent received 92,and Parks 132 land which William and James purchased5of
votes, making the plurality for the latter 40.
eight or ten years, have rallied, organised,: feet, numbering between 50 and 60,000, have The plurality for the Moderator, Jere. Brad Moses Rollins, and is bounded westerly by notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
.
, - .■
cfrom Jonathan
,
i
t, '
< and to all persons interested .in said
estate,
Prescott
ur I by,
gone into the field, and gained advantages of suffered greatly. The disease was raging at bury,-at the late meeting, was only 23—show the road vileading
ii ; southerly
,i i by
! laud
i i of
r ia
/ .’s causing Taz copyi of this
order
to ■i.be Vpubhshed
to
Milton
Mills
Went-1i
..
•
rz
the utmost importance. The revolution will j the last accounts from that region.—Many .of ing a loss of 17 votes since September. On
n
i, ; easterly
. i iby laud
i > ofr James
i
m Iin
Kennebunk
Gazette,
worth
Hilton
Me„„u,,^.;
•in said
-i county,
, three
.. ’printed
r weekssucces. in Kenhi
,i
i
i
i
i
c
a
ta
nebunk,
not go backwards ;—the success of this year the Arickarees, who had recovered, seeing the vote for Clerk, there was a plurality of C
ollz
„ may appear at. a Probate
D u .
34 votes—loss since September of 6. Thus nl is, and northerly by land of jAsa
- • • Drew.
.u L-,
Slv
ely, Athat. ..they
will encourage our friends in that state to re the disfiguration of their features, committed after all the efforts of the ex-office holders, A so one other ot. ofr i andi adioinmg
the
pr.,,A
Jat Kennebunk,
. i in
• said
•>
.
,
iii
i
i
J
i
•
i
Uourt
to
be
holden
•
a -i
newed and active exertions, and they will suicide.
in drumming up their party, in giving a sup above described farm, and is tiie same which
McCrillis purchased of Joseph ™« »1’i.n of T V l, ■ ,°h 7
P'!<
per the week previous, and calling in N. Clif saul William
prove successful.
r au .1- u’-xi • i
/ . next, at ten ot the clock m the forenoon, and
A
late
arrival
from
Trinidad
de
Cuba
re

Emerson
o
Al
red
m
835,
ami
is
bounded
shew
cnu
if
have,
»hy
the
p
ayer
ford
and
others
to
harrangue
the
people,
and
The Van Buren papers in New Hampshire
J
also to create an excitement on account of northerly by laud lately owned by Capt. |-r
claim a majority for Hill of near 3000 votes. ports that there had been a revolt among the Mr. Cilley’s death, and make it available for John Salter, which he conveyed to Calvin of said petition should not be granted.’
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
negroes
in
that
island,
which
was
soon
sup

— Last year Hill had22,000 of 24,533 votes
parly purposes, they have gained nothing, but Gowen ; westerly by land of Jonathan Pres A true copy,—Attest,
cast for Governor, and in 1832, the Jackson pressed by the troops,—but not until 129 of actually lost since September election. And cott and others.
John Skeele, Register.
Also one other tract of land called the
March 17.
Presidential electors were chosen by a ma the blacks had been killed or dangerously the majority, such as it was, was produced in wood-lot,
and
adjoins
land
of
Luther
God

part by the unfair, unjust, and dishonourable
jority of 6476. The Van Buren men claim, wounded.
School.
course of those who presided, in admitting ding on the east and south —The whole of
also, four of the five Councillors, eight of the
Geo. M’Keim(V. B.) has been elected in illegal votes.
Persons who had received said land, above described, containing one
ISS CLARA P. BRAGDON and Miss
twelve Senators, and a majority of from ten Berks co. Penn, to fill the vacancy in the U. supplies as paupers within a few weeks, hundred acres, more or less, with the buildings
HELEN E. MARCH will open a
The above premises are now under
select school for young ladies the 24th of
to twenty in the House. If all is conceded S. House of Representatives, occasioned by were allowed to vote, although theTacls were athereon.
proved or admitted. One individual whose mortgage deed to Increase S. Kimball, dat April, in Wells village,—in which will be
which the Van Buren party claim, the whigs the resignation of Mr. Muhlenburg. No op- residence
was not in Alfred was admitted to ed January 28, 1837, fti) secure the payment taught all the various branches of an English
have abundant cause to rejoice at the result. posing candidate was run.
vote, and another was excluded from voting of two hundred and sixty-eight dollars and Education, together with the French and Lat
Another day’s work like that of the 2d Tues
whose residence had been established there fifty-two cents, with interest.
in languages. Tuition $3,00 each per quar
Conditions and other particulars made ter. Extra charge for French and Latin,
The St. Louis Bulletin says, that accounts for years previous. If the writer of said let
day in March, will thoroughly revolutionize
$1,00 per quarter.
from Mississippi give assurances that Messrs. ter, or those who participated with him in known at the time and place of sale.
the State.
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. Sheriff.
March 21, 1838.
Prentiss and Word (whigs) will be re-elected their achievements at said meeting, can de
March 24.
rive any satisfaction from what was there
North Eastern Boundary.—The Mes to Congress from that State by overwhelming transacted, they are welcome to it, and also
Umoai Acadenay-KennehMiik.
Sheriff’s Sale.
sage of Governor Kent to the Legislature of majorities.—Claiborne and Gholson, it is said, to all the credit attached to it. We have
FJYHE next Term of this Literary InstituY
ork
,
ss
.
March
10,
1838.
this State,—transmitting a communication are to be dropped by their party, and Gener heard of men who “ gloried in their own
JL tion will commence on Wednesday,
>Y
virtue
of
an
execution
in
my
hands
for
the 28th of this month, under the care of
received by him from the Secretary of the als Brown and Davis run in their stead.—The shame.”
collection,
against
Theodore
Moulton,
jr.
If the course here pursued is a specimen of
H
Roberts, A. B. as Principal.—Terms
United States, with the correspondence re election takes place on the 23d and 24th of what is to be done in September, the Whigs
of York, in the county of York, yeoman,— for
I all
tuition as usual. Good board, including
have
taken
on
said
execution
and
shall
sell
at
ferred to in said communication,—will be April next.
will see the necessity of activity and vigilance.
washing, can be had for young gentlemen at
For it is evident that no means, fair or foul, public vendue, at the Post Office in South $1 75 per week ; for young ladies at $1 50
found in the preceding columns, It will, we
Berwick, in said county, on Saturday the per week.
Two
large
and
spacious
warehouses
were
will
be
spared
by
the
Tories
to
carry
the
elec

doubt not, be read with interest, The bold,
destroyed by fire, in Columbia, S. C. on the tion. They seem to be governed by the twelfth day of May next, at two of the clock
THOMAS O. LINCOLN, Sec.
*ihe afternoon, all the estate, right, title and
manly and energetic tone which characteriMarch 17, 1838.
7th inst. together with about 400 bales cot maxim, that the enrfjustifies the means.
erest
which
the
said
Theodore
Moulton,
jr.
zes the document, we venture to predict,
ALFRED. 4
ton arid sundry other merchandise. Loss es
has by virtue of a contract in writing to a
will render it highly acceptable to our citiOardesa Seeds,
timated at $30,000. The warehouses were
James Wilson, Jr.—at. home—In Keene, the conveyance of all the real estate hereinafter
zens of all parlies. The sentiments of the
HE growth of 1837—in great variety —
described,
with
the
buildings
thereon,
viz
:
residence
of
the
Whig
candidate
for
Governor
from a Boston seed establishment.
message, will, we think, meet with a hearty insured. The cotton belonged to planters of N. H., Wilson received 400 and Füll 152 votes !
A lot of land containing fifteen acres situ
D. REMICH.
while in Concord, the residence of the loco ated at a place called New Boston, in said For sale by
response from every friend to the rights of and is a total loss.
March 17, 1838.
foco candidate, the whig candidate had 100 tna- York, and bounded on all skies by land of the
Maine.
A little girl was instantly killed and anoth j.ority !
heirs of Benjamin Johnson and the road.— !
Important
!
The message and accompanying docu
Also about one quarter of an acre opposite the
er seriously injured, in Jersey city, 11th inst.
HEREAS there is a mean counterfeit
ments were referred to the Joint Select Com in consequence of the explosion of a quantity
Fast Day in Connecticut, April 13 (Good Fri- above named lot, together with the buildings
article, now offered for sale, purport
thereon standing—also a lot of land contain
mittee on the North Eastern Boundary, who of gunpowder which had been deposited in day.) —In Vermont, 6th April.
ing to be that well known medicine,
ing
about
four
acres,
bounded
on
the
North
made a report on the 19th inst. accompanied a chest appropriated for the keeping of bed
BRANDRETHS’ PILLS.
The following statement shows the num- East and South East by land of John Keen,
As it is very important that the sick should
with the following Resolutions : —
clothes, by an Irish family, and which was ber of bushels of wheat raised in each county on the Northwest by the road, and South not be imposed on by this base and mean
Resolved, That it is not expedient to give accidentally ignited by the little girl first in this State, and the amount of bounty to West by Johnson’s land, so called,—also a
each.
lot of pasture containing sixteen acres, situ imposition ;—to avoid this the Public are cau
the assent of this State to the Federal Govern
Bushels.
Bounty. ate near said New Boston and bounded on all tioned against purchasing of any but the ad
ment, to treat with that of Great Britain named, who went to the chest with a lighted
$1,521 29 sides by land ot Jeremiah McIntire and John vertised agents, of whom they can be sure of
17,794 3 4
fora conventional line for our North Eastern candle. The house was much shattered—a York,
3,055 06 1I Keen, by the Folly .Marsh and the New Bos getting the genuine BRANDRETH’S
37,802 1-2
Boundary, hut that this State will insist on bed, in which a woman and child were Cumberland,
3,209 93 ' ton road—also eleven acres of pasture land, PILLS. See a list of Agents.
37,962 3-4
Lincoln,
the line established by the treaty of 1783.
sleeping,
was
blown
out
through
one
of
the
J. O. LANGLEY,
1.784 26 bounded by land of Rufus Seward, the heirs
21,455
Hancock,
Resolved, That as this State has never here
1,998 76!! of Benjamin Johnson and the Johnson Lane Doctor Brandreths’ only authorized
27,014
tofore given her assent to the appointment of windows into the street, but its tenants escap Washington,
Travelling Agent for the State of Maine.
ah Umpire under the treaty of Ghent in 1814, ed uninjured !
14,407 16!j so called.
186,875
Kennebec,
March 17, 1838.
6w.
but has protested against the same, and as she
10,416 35 !I Conditions and other particulars made
135.604
Oxford,
believes it to be a grave question whether the
17,490 93 known at the time and place of sale.
239,331
The Council and Senate of New Hamp Somerset,
•TVotice.
provision in the treaty for this purpose has not
14,706 81
202,143
Penobscot,
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. Sheriff.
done its office and is therefore no longer in force, shire, last year, were composed entirely of
HIS may certify that I have relinquish
8,364
07
109,140
Waldo,
March
24.
she is not now prepared to give her assent to the Van Buren men, and the House contained
ed all claim to the services and earn
appointment of a new Arbiter.
ings of my son, Samuel Dixon, a minor,
about
186
V.
B.
men
to
40
whigs.
And
yet
$76,954
65
1,015,114
1-4
Total
Sheriff’s Sale.
Resolved, That our Senators and Representa
under the age of twenty-one years, and that
The wheat on which the State pays a v
tives in Congress be requested to urge the pas the Vanocrats are rejoicing over the result of
oa fi AKEN on «xecutIon against he is free to aci and trade for himself, and that
sage of the Bill for the Survey of the North the late election, by firing guns, eating sup bounty, amounts to a fraction over two bush
’ * A Samuel Willard, and will be
and four quarts, to each individual,—cal sold at public auction, on Monday the 16th I do not hold myself responsible for any debts
Eastern Boundary of the United States, &c. now
pers, &c. Taking all things into considera els
or contracts of his making.
pending in Congress.
culating by the census of 1837.
day of April next, at the Gaol House in Al
OLIVER DIXON.
Resolved, That the Governor be requested tion, however, they have good reason to re
Maine Farmer.
fred, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, all the
York, March 20, 1838.
to transmit to the President of the United States joice, that they have been spared another
right in equity of said Willard of redeeming
one copy of his Message to the Legislature on
OJ’Town 0flleers.«0
NOTICE^
*
one undivided fourth part of the following
the subject of the North Eastern Boundary, year—that they were not now routed “ horse,
Whigs of the town of Kennebunk,— described real estate, situated in Alfred and
and of this Report and Resolutions, and one copy foot and dragoons.”
HIS may certify that I have relinquish
En passant. Why do oneThe
and all,—are invited ta meet at Wash Sanford, in said county, viz :—the farm now
of the same to each of the Pleads of Departments not the Van Buren papers in this State de
ed all claim to the services and earn
ington Hall, on Tuesday evening next, at occupied by Evat Willard and said Samuel,
at Washington ; one copy to each of our Sena
ings of ’my son, William S. Rhoades, a
tors and Representatives in Congress, and one nounce the gun-firing and supper eating of half past six o’clock, to nominate candidates containing one hundred and fifty acres more minor under the age of twenty-one years,
<copy to tha Governor of Massachusetts.
their brethren in the Granite State ? They to be supported for Town Officers, at the ap- or less, with the buildings thereon ; also one and that he is free to act and trade for him
deemed such practices shameful and wicked proaching municipal election, and to consider I undivided fourth part of one and a halfdays self, and that I do not hold myself responsi
Lincoln District.—The whigs of Lincoln last fall. Why do not the patriotic and be such other questions and adopt such meas- j or one sixteenth part of Willard’s saw mill in ble for any debts or contracts of his making.
ures as may then and there be deemed expe- ! said Sanford, the said undivided fourth part
JAMES RHOADES.
Congressional District have nominated Capt. nevolent individuals, hereabouts, who got out dient and for the public good.
of said farm and one and a half days in said
Witness, Daniel Bowdoin.
Edward Robinson, of Thomaston, as a can a subscription paper for the benefit of the
punctual and general attendance is saw mill, being the "same which said Samuel
Waterborough, January 11, 1838.
didate for Member of Congress. Mr. R. is a poor, last fall,—so disgusted were they with requested.
Willard mortgaged to Stephen Willard by his
Kennebunk,
March
24,
1838.
deed dated February 4, 1832, and recorded on Three Begrees of Banking.
member of the Senate of Maine. The Van the extravagance manifested by the whigs in
214 and 215th pages pt the 141st book of rec THREE Degrees of Banking, or the Ro
Buren party have nominated John D. Mc- their “ feasts,” and “ waste” of gun-powder—
Temperance Meeting1.
ords in the registry of said county, condition
mance of Trade. First degree the Old
A
meeting
on
the
subject
of
Temperance
Crate, Esq. Collector of the port of Wiscas get out another now ? It is a safe business,
al to pay the sum of$200 as therein specified Sure Way. Second degree Less of the Old
will
be
held
at
the
vestry
of
the
2d
parish,
on
with interest annually.
Way. More of the New Way. Third de
set.
for it costs nothing, we understand.
Sunday evening next, (March 25.)—Exerci
PETER FROST, Deputy Sheriff.
gree, the New Way.
ses
commence
at
7
o
’
clock
precisely.
Death of Mr. Carter.—Hon. Timothy
Alfred,. March 1,1838.
Just published and for sale by
Municipal elections in Maine.—The
Kennebunk, March 24, 1838s
J. Carter, a member of the United States whigs succeeded in electing their entire list
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, March 10, 1838.
Sheriff’s Sale.
House of Representatives from Oxford Dis of candidates for Town officers, at the annu
HYMENEAL.
rg^AKEN on execution, and will be sold at
trict, in this State, died at Washington on the al meeting held a few days since, in Freeport.
Ranaway,
public auction at the house of James B.
MARRIED—in Kennebunk port, on Monday JL
15th inst. He was 38 years of age. Mr. C. Last year the Selectmen were Van Buren
ROM the Alms house, in Eliot, aboutthe
vuvvu, Shapleigh in Alfred, in the county of York, on
evening last, by Rev. Mr. Bascom of .»»4.
this town.
15th inst. Samuel Lewis and Charles
was a gentleman of very respectable talents, men.
Susan d’. ; Saturday the 28th day of April next, at ten
Capt. Charles Thompson,, to Miss "
Lewis, town paupers of said town. All per
, both of Kennebunk port.
II o’clock, A. M. all the right in equity which
and highly esteemed for his * amiable de
The election at the late town meeting in Lord
In Saco, Mr. Oliver Boothby, to Mrs. Sarah ! John Henderson has of redeeming a certain sons are hereby forbidden to harbour or trust
portment and unblemished moral character.’ Alfred was contested on party grounds, and Ann Ricker.
lot of land with the buildings thereon, situa them on account of said town, as the town
In Buxton, Mr. William Cobb, jr. to Miss Ma ted in Waterborough in said county ; it being will pay no expense of their incurring, as am
resulted,
as
usual,
in
the
success
of
the
Van
Portland Transcript.—The editor and
ry Steele.
the same land whereon the said Henderson ple provision is made for their support at said
In Newfield, by Rev. Henry Butler, Mr Wil now lives, and which he mortgaged to Alvah house.
proprietor of this valuable literary journal has Buren candidates. This result is published,
liam Donnells, 2d. to Miss Sophronia Swinerton,
STEPHEN JENKINS,
Conant and David Hall by his deed dated
issued a Prospectus for a second volume. far and wide, as a “democratic triumph,”— both of N.
DANIEL BARTLETT, Jr.
January 5th, 1836.
The Transcript is published in Portland, in with how much justice the following figures
Overseers of the Poor of said Eliot.
PETER FROST, Deputy Sheriff.
OBITUARY
the quarto form, weekly ;—its mechanical will show. The gubernatorial vote in Alfred
Eliot, Feb. 23, 1838.
Waterborough,
March
20,
1838.
execution is very neat, and it is conducted last September stood thus :—Kent 92—Parks
DIED—In Saco, Mr. Richard Hews, aged 35
Sheriff’s Sale.
NOTICE.
with much ability. Persons who want a 132-V. B. majority 40.—The whig candidate, years.
In Lowell, 5th inst, Mrs. Eliza Norwood, of
HE subscriber having contracted with
family newspaper, entirely divested of party at the late election, for Town Cle rk, received Biddeford, aged 19 years.
AKEN on execution, and will be sold at
the town of Kennebunk, to support
politics, cannot do better than to order the 99 votes—the V. B. candidate 133—V. B.
In Boston, Nathaniel Bowditch, aged 65j a
public vendue, at the store of A. & G.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
majority
34
—
whig
gain
since
September,
6!
distinguished
mathematician
and
worthy
man.
Transcript. We should be happy to receive
D. Conant, in Alfred, in the county of York,
letter B. IVlh inst. Sarah, daugh on Saturday the 21st day of April next, at ten gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
In Augusta, on Monday, last week, a whig terInofTownship,
-and forward the names of subscribers.
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
Mr. Weld Philbrook, aged 13 years.
o’clock A. M., all the right in equity which sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
board of Town officers was chosen by a very
Moses
Jlbbot,
of
Waterborough,
in
said
county,
Major General of the 1st Division. handsome majority.
o*f said town on his account or on account of
SHIP NEWS,
has of redeeming certain real estate situated the town, as he will pay no bill for their
—The House of Representatives of this State
Hallowell has elected whig town officers,
in
said
Walerborough,
and
which
said
Abbot
KENNEBUNK, MARCH 24, 1838.
support.
ABEL M. BRYANT.
on the 20th inst. made choice, on its part, this year, by about 400 majority.—Greene, in
purchased of Sally Hill, and which said Ab
Kennebunk, May 1, 1837.
ly
arrived
.
bot
afterwards
mortgaged
to
David
Hall,
by
of Jeremiah McIntire, of York, as Major Kennebec county, hitherto a strong Van Bu
March 20—Sloop Pigeon füll, Littlefield, deed dated December 16th, 1831.
Paper Hangings & Borders.
General of the first Division of the Militia of ren town, has chosen Van Buren town offi Gloucester.
CHARLES PAUL, Deputy Sheriff.
GOOD assortment of ROOM PAPER,
Maine. The votes were as follows : Jeremi cers by 3 majority only !
SAILED.
Alfred, March 20, 1838.
constantly on band and for sale at low
March 16—Sch. Grape, Ward, Boston.
ah McIntire 118 ; James Bores 11 ; S. R. Ly
prices, by
D. REMICH.
MEMORANDA.
Sheriffs
Sale.
man 1 ; G. W. Came 1, Padlock Ruggles 1 ;
The Columbia, measuring 637 tons—the
Ar. at Boston, 21st, brig Vernon, Murphy, N.
Kennebunk, March 17, 1838.
Blanks 3.—-The Senate concurred on the largest ship ever built on the Kennebec river Orleans, 18th. Cid. sch. Grape, Ward, for this
Fin AKEN on several executions
Timber.^
—was launched from the ship-yard of the port.
21st.
favor of Levi P. Hillard
Ar. at Charleston, 14th, sch. Norway, Emery, York, ss. J|_
LL kinds of SHIP TIMBER & PLANK,
Messrs. Patten, in Bath, on the 14th inst.
and
others,
against
Joshua
Nason,
of
KenNew York, 6.
as usual, wanted by
(f/^We are under the necessity of omitCid. at New Orleans, 7th, brigs Export, Mor nebunk-port in said county, yeoman, all the
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
ing, to-day, our usual diary of Legislative
Salt Rheum.—Cases of this distressing rill, Liverpool; George. Wise, Havre.—In port, right in equity which said Joshua Nason has to
Kennebunk, March 2, 1838.
10th,
York,
for
Liverpool,
loading;
Horace,
proceedings, and several other articles in complaint have, it is said, been cured by
redeem the farm on which he now lives, sit
Havana, ready ; Edward Perkins, for do. uated in said Kennebunk-port, on the main
FURTHER SUPPLY of the
tended for this number, among them a com simply using a wash of a solution of litharge for
loading.
Bridal Wreath, bound in white satin ;
road leading from Kennebunk to Goodwin’s
munication which has been on hand two or and vinegar.— It is recommended, also, to
Ar. at New Orleans, 12th, ship Horace, Foss,
Marriage Present—morocco, gilt;
Portland.
Cid. brig Lion, Gillpatrick, New Mills (so called,) together with all other lots
three weeks.
Hernans’ Poems—a variety of bindings ;
make a free use, at the same time, of cream York. Towed to sea, brigs Export, Liverpool, or parcels of land which said Joshua mort
Thompson’ Seasons—elegant;
gaged to Edward Nason, of said Kennebunkand George, Havre.
Appointment.—Rowland H. Bridgham of tartar and molasses.
Campbell’s Poems; Young Man’s Aid ;
Sid. from St. Augustine, 8th, sch. Nile, Bell, poij-t,—and the same will be sold at Public
has been appointed Collector for Penobscot
The two Marthas ;
Auction at the store of Bryant & Warren, in
Brunswick, Ga.
When
Col.
Cilley
of
N.
H.
was
in
Augusta,
The two Lydias, by Philip ;
Sid. from Ponce, 18th ult. brig Cadmus, Kennebunk, in said county, on Saturday the
District, from March 19, 1838.
the Whig members of the Legislature ad Hutchins, New York.
Young Man’s Friend
fourteenth day of April next, at two o’clock
At Ponce, 20th ult. brig Ponce, Davis, for New in the afternoon, said property being under
Young Man’s Guide
Nomination.— Leonard Jarvis,—former dressed a note of condolence to him, to which
he replied in a very handsome manner, and
Young Wife, &c. &c, Just received and
the encumbrance of said mortgage.
ly of this State,—has been nominated by the ¡reprobated the attempt of certain persons to York, 1st March. SPOKEN. .
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
for sale by
D. REM ICH.
10th, lat. 38J, Ion 72, brig Cadmus, of this
President to the office of Navy Agent for ' make a party question of the painful and fatal
March 24, 1838.
Kennebunk,
March
12,
1838.
port, from Porto Bico.
I occurrence.—Portland Adv.
the District of Boston and Charlestown.
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year reminds us of the
hers, who laid the founda£
notions upon the broad ¿2
icip e, of designating a (|a
eople to u?ne in penitent £
sms,the
andlabor»
humble
ni
po»
of sunolir
u**
e with a custom
venerable
•lo.withtheadviH^^
^ecunve Counc.dXappoil)t
twelth day of

by the people of this State,
^humiliation, pasting ANd
the people are requested to
>r respecuve places of Public
H day, to unite in devotional
pi late to tire occasion,
larded as a day for reflection
, m view of our national and
ices and neglects of duty,
n deep Iflimihation, that
o much, and improved so lit
MP much injustice, imrnorak
intemperance ; that the
jnciples of men are so little
ng influence of’tLie-?pre
f the Christian religion ; that
few ofthe peaceable fruits of
mdso many of the bitter fruits
indulgence; that as a nation
10 highly exalted, and have so
yed the benignant smiles of
(I have thought so much of
little of the Giver; that our
bedience have not been pro.
ir favors and obligations; and
al blessings have so far exional virtues.
State are the aggregate result
offences, may each citizen
personal responsibility, and
sake his own evil ways, so that
ie a people purified and premanifold blessings, and ready
iation and hope for a contiuuase of unmerited favors,
for the health of the communiistilence that walked) in dark
visit us—for our rulers, that
just men, fearing God”—for
iterests, that success tnay atlustry upon sea and land, that
that now hangs over us may
id that we may learn wisdom
om our temporal reverses—
ions of learning, that they may
' moral, religious and intellect
vigor—for our ministers of reey may preach the truth in
with power—for the great
Jvolent movements of the age,
be guided by wisdom and
success—for our nation, that
I iniquity may cease, and
nd righteousness be preserved
—for our brethren of the ba
the blessings we ask for ourbestowed upon them—that the
religion of Christ, in all its
truth, may be extended
earth, and bless, with its cheer
influence, the nations that sit
nd that the whole world may
lowledge of the true God, and
j submission to his holy will,
pie of this State are requested
labor or recreation inconsistilemnities of the day, or tendle beneficial effects upon the
conduct of the community,
riginal institution, it was inuce.
lie Council Chamber, at Anninth day of March, in the
ur Lord one thousand eight
nd thirty-eight, and the sixtyar of the Independence of the
ites of America.
EDWARD KENT,
or :
Benson, Secretary of State.
id.—On Monday, Feb. 19, th»
ution was introduced in the
esentatives at Washington, by
I passed r
mt the Committee on Military
ucted to inquire into the expearizing the construction of the
n the State of Maine, author!t resolution of Congress, ap2, 1829 ; or with such alteraations of the same as public in
security of the frontier may re-

of the Bombers.—The two
again brought before the
erday, in the Sessions Court,
ated that the documents which
1 before him, exculpated the
the charge on which they had
,, sufficiently to authorize their
¡ch he accordingly ordered, and
at liberty.
New York Jour. Com.
re

Mr. Cilley had killed Mr. Graves
>ers in this Stale which are now
lorous in declaring the act a
ve ever used the word “
reference to the affair ? Would
posed any public meetings o
or.gress, or put their papers n>
Will any man say he believes
—Kennebec Journal.
five, franc pieces—We ha _
v from a gentleman in Whit
ig us that there are numei
/e franc pieces in c’,rcu’al,?®L|
They are well executed W
n by there being no ,etter®
they also have the appea *
This sort of currency is
as it should be.—ibRetribution.
—.yVe learn thal
who has for many
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me of those gentlemen Qovheat the people out oft!
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nerset Journal.
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DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S RIT
kzA VALUABLE medicine <
STATE OF MAINE.
TERS, OF SOUTH BEADING,
OC/®* Recommended by unquestionable and
PROBATE NOTICES
In the year of our Lord one thousand eight
MASS.
conclusive testimonials.
hundred and thirty-eight,
HE most safe and effectual family medi
[From the New York Mirror.]
AN ACT to suspend, fora limited time, the
HE Proprietor confidently offers to the
cine for diseases which it proposes to At a Court of Probate held at, Saco, within
PELICAN ON THE SEA OF GALILEE.
for the County of York, on the first
operation of certain portions of an Act enti
public what experience has proved
cure, that has ever been discovered. Theand
Monday of March, in the year of our Lord
BY MRS. SIGOURNEY.
tled “ An Act prohibiting the emission and different roots and rare plants composing
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the to be one of the most efficacious compounds
circulation of Bank bills of a small denomi this medicine have been collected and pre
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said I in the Materia Medico, for the cure of that
nation and certain others ;” also a portion of pared with great care by Dr. S. O. Richard
“ A single pelican was floating there, and, like
class of distressing, dangerous and inveter
Court :
an Act entitled “ An Act further regulating son, son and successor of Dr. N. Richardson.
niys'èlf, he was alone.”—Incidents of Travel in
OSEPH HUSTON, administrator of the ate Diseases produced by ah impure state of
the Holy Land.
Banks and Banking ;” and also prohibiting The distinguished character of these Bitters,
estate of Samuel Littlefield, '3d. late of the blood, acrimony of the humors and vi
the several Banks in this State from making is most striking, their operation being more
Lone bird, amid yon sacred sea,
Kennebunk,deceased, having presented his
tiated habit of body, and usually exhibiting
Dipling with solitary crest,
dividends of their profits, among the Stock or less powerful, according to the violence of
Thé sleeping wave of Galilee,
holders until they resume specie payment. the disease. When used in appropriate quan first account of administration of the estate of themselves in the various forms of Scrofula^
said
deceased
:
and
also
his
private
account
Where shall thine oary feet find rest ?
Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and tity, in cases of slight derangements of the
Salt Rheum, Leprosy, St. Anthony’s Fire,
House of Representatives in Legislature as stomach and bowels, caused by costiveness against said deceased, for allowance :
Hast thou a home, mid rock or reed,
ORDERED—That the said administrator Fever Sores, White Swellings, Foul and
sembled, That the operation of the first and or a slight bilious complaint, and the like,
obstinate Ulcers, Sore Legs and Eyesj
Of this most desolate domain ?
give
notice to. all persons interested, by caussecond
sections
of
an
Act
entitled
“
an
Act
where nature needs assistance to prevent more i r
.
Where notone ibex dares to feed,
Scald Head, Scurvy, and Ptnereal Taintf
serious
consequences,
they
will
scarcely
be
>"?
“
«W
°»
>.'■»
1
unlt:r
°
be
published
three
prohibiting the emission and circulation of
Nor Arab tent imprints the plain ?
Bank bills of a small denomination and cer felt ; on the contrary, in obstinate cases they weeks successively >n the Kennebunk Ga- where Mercury has failed.
DR. RELFE’S
What knowestthou of Bethesda’s gate ?
tain others,” approved March nineteenth, one operate more powerful, causing two or three «tte, printed at Kennebunk in said county,
'
■ daily, until the •circulating
• •
gtjjd [ that they may appear at a Probate Court to
Or old Corazin’s desert bound ?
BOTANICAL DKOPS 11
thousand eight hundred and thirty-six, and evacuations
What heedest thou of Capernaum’s fate,
the fourth section oían Act entitled “ an Act becomes purified. This accomplished, they be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the have, in a multitude of cases, cured these’
Whose shapeless ruins throng around ?
further regulating Banks and Banking,” ap act on the system in connection with our firstMonday of April next, at ten of the inveterate and deep-rooted complaints irr
proved March twenty-nine, one thousand food, receiving mutual assistance until the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if their worst and most hopeless stages. The'
Once, when the tempest’s wing was dark,
eight hundred and thirty-six, be and the same constitution is restored to a stale of health. any they have, why the same should not be Drops are also given with success for vio
A sleeper rose and calmed the sea,
And snatched from death the endangered hereby are suspended for the term of two This medicine is of such a nature that it may allowed.
lent eruptions after the measles ; red
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
bark ;
years from the lime this Act shall take effect. be taken any length of time, by invalids of A true copy,
—Attest,
blotches,festering eruptions and pimples
This was the flood—but who was ho ?
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That no any age, without injuring the system or ex
John Skeele, Register.
on the face ; and in connection with Dr.Banking corporation in this State, shall di posing it to take cold. They preclude the
March 10.
He heard the surge impetuous roar,
Jebb’s Liniment, they remove white swel
rectly
or
indirectly
pay
to
its
Stockholders,
or
necessity
in
most
cases,
of
using
pills,
which
And trod sublime its wildest crest ;
The Scrofula, in its
to any other person for them, any dividends, the public are advised to take in large quan At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, unthin lings of the joints.
Redeemer ! was yon watery floor
interests or profits whatever, until it shall tities by some practitioners, which serve on
and for the County of York, on the first Mon early shapes of mere tumours behind the’
Thus by thy glorious feet imprest ?
have resumed the payment oi its bills in spe ly to debilitate the patient and doom him to
day of March, in the year of our Lord ears and under the chin, and swelling of the
Oh’, when each early hope and fear,
cie.
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight.
be pill-swallower to the end of his days. In
upper lip and nose, will not only quickly
Each dreadful loss, each fancied gain,
Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That this all those prevalent diseases called Dyspep IbMTYLLIAM EMERY, Jun., having pre- yield to this preparation, but scrofulous ul
Shall, to my swimming sight appear
Act shall take effect tgjid be in force as soon sia, Liver complaint, Dizziness or Headach, * ’ sented his petition to be appointed ad
Like the lost cities of the plain—
as it shall be approved by the Governor.
wandering or settled pains, sinking, faintness, ministrator on the estate of Theodore Lins cers, which have spread to such an extend
In
the
House
of
Representatives,
March
8,
Nervous debility, Costiveness, Piles, and all cott, late of Sanford in said county, deceased and depth, as to corrode the cartileges and
Then may my soul, enslaved no more,
1838, this Bill having had three several general derangements of health causing an —he being a principal creditor of said deceas affect the bones with caries,- have beery
Launch boldly on my Saviour’s sea,
And part from time’s receding shore,
readings, passed to be enacted.
unhealthy state of the stomach and bowels ed, and the widow and next of kin having gradually and permanently healed, by the'
Lone, peaceful, pelican like thee !
ELISHA H. ALLEN, Speaker.
(“ which have been justly styled the store neglected to administer :
persevering administration of this powerful
ORDERED—That the said petitioner give medicine ; the sunken squalid countenanc’d
In Senate, March 8, 1838, this Bill having house of diseases,”) these bitters have proved
had two several readings, passed to be a certain and speedy remedy. Dr. R. will notice to all persons interested, by causing a restored to its florid hue, the vital energy
WM. CUTTER ALLEN,
be glad to refer any invalids who may call copy of this order to be published three re-established, and the whole system purified
enacted.
COUNSELLOR AT LAW, AND LATE REGISTER
upon him (he having had permission to do weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
N. S. LITTLEFIELD, President.
OF PROBATE,
so,) to persons pronounced incurable by their zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may and invigorated. They are also the best
March 8, 1838, Approved.
|NFORMS his friends and the public genphysicians, who have visited him from vari appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken Spring and Autumnal Physic.
EDWARD KENT.
JL erally, that he has taken an office over
From many other proofs of the superior
ous parts of the United States, among whom nebunk in said County, on the first Monday of
Dea. Kendall’s store, in the village of Alfred,
it may not be improper to state are many April next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, virtues of Dr. Relfe’s Drops, the Proprietor
and that he will attend to any Probate or
Secretary’s Office, ?
distinguished persons from the British Prov and shew cause, if any they have, why. the selects the following
other business in his profession that may be
Augusta, March 8, 1838. 5
intrusted to him, with promptness and fideli
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true inces, who have been cured by using his cel said Emery should not be appointed adminis
INTERESTING CASES.
ebrated medicine. This medicine may be trator as aforesaid.
ty. He intends, if circumstances will war copy ol the original on file.
(t/^A Lady, to whom reference can be
W. A. HAYES, Judge.
rant it, to attend each term of the Probate
Attest : Sam’l. P. Benson, Sec. of State^d had in packages at 50 cents, or put up in a li
made, was for years afflicted with humours
quid form at 75 cents. Be careful of whom
A true copy—Attest,
Court.
on her neck, accompanied with frequent
J
ohn
S
keele
,
Register.
STATE
OF
MAIN
’
E.
you
purchase,
as
a
great
number
of
base
un

Feb. 22, 1838.
itching eruptions, and running sores.
She
In the year of our Lord one thousand eight principled pedlars are going about the coun
March 10.
hundred and thirty-eight.
try deceiving persons by selling them rank
had tried various remedies and had taken
Notice
S hereby given that, by a Resolution pass An additional Act concerning the Public counterfeit Richardson’s Bitters, mostly put At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, within the best medical advice, but could gel no
Money apportioned to the State of Maine. up in phials. The genuine are sold whole
and for the County of York, on the first permanent relief, and her case daily becom
ed on the 7th day of December last, by
Monday in March, in the year oj our Lord ing worse, fears were entertained of a fatal
the Board of Directors of the United Slates Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate sale and retail at my office, No. 15, Hanover
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight.
Also by
Exchange Company, the subscriber was ap and House of Representatives in Legislature Street, Boston.
N the petition of Anna Legro, executrix termination of her complaint, when a friend
Bryant & Warren, and Samuel Jordan,
pointed Agent of said Company for York assembled, That the several cities, towns and
of the will of Ebenezer Legro, late of providentially recommended the Botanical
County, Maine, to receive subscription for plantations in this State, are hereby released Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John H. Spear,
Drops, four bottles of which effected a com
and exonerated from all obligations imposed and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; Samuel A. Doug
Somersworth, in the County of Strafford and
stock in that County and vicinity.
on them by an Act entitled an “ Act providing lass, York ; John A. Berry, Saco.
State of New Hampshire, deceased, repre plete cure, to the surprise and joy of herself
JOHN TRAFTON.
for the disposition and repayment of the Pub
senting that the personal estate of said de and friends.
Feb. 24, 1838.
‘
ep6m.
Emery’s Mills,
lic Money apportioned to the Slate of Maine
ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
3rn.
Shapleigh, Feb. 10, 1838.
(lT’A Child of 8 years, had lost the use
PURGATION.
on deposit, by the Government of the United
which he owed at the time of his death by
HRHE principle of Purifying the body by the sum of six hundred and thirteen dollars of his arms, one leg was almost crippled,
States,
”
passed
March
eighth,
in
the
year
of
NOTICE.
hip dropped out of place, thighs and arms
A Purgation, is beginning to be under
FI1HE United States Exchange Company, our Lord one thousand eight hundred and stood, as necessary for the acquisition of and eighty-three cents, and praying for a li swollen and broke Open in several places,
thirty-seven
;
to
refund
or
pay
over
to
the
cense
to
sell
and
convey
so
much
of
the
real
JL of the City of New York, have ap
SOUND HEALTH; and all that will be of
pointed George Willis, of Portland, their Slate the sums of money respectively deposit importance, when this doctrine is universally estate of said deceased as may be necessary and many of the sores had penetrated down
for the payment of said debts and incidental to the bone. On taking these Drops he re
Agent to redeem ail Bills of the Company ed with them by virtue of said Act.
Section 2. Be it further enacted, That the received, will be, whose Purgative medicine charges:
covered the use of his limbs, the sores heal
thtV are payable at Portland, Me.
said Cities, Towns and Plantations are here accomplishes this object in the easiest, and at
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no ed up, and he was restored to health, al
3m.
Feb. 10, 1838.
the
same
time
in
the
most
effectual
manner.
by authorized and empowered at their annu
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, though thought incurable.
al meetings in the month of March or April,
and to all persons interested in said estate,
Ship Timber,
A young Man, near Boston, was re
BRANDRETH
’
S
PILLS.
to distribute the same per capita, among the
causing a copy of this order to be pub
Jjgk T ARGE White Oak
These Pills are an Assistant of Nature, and by
duced so low by eruptions and sores in vari
inhabitants
thereof,
according
to
the
enume

lished
in
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
printed
in
JL4 Timber, Floors, Na- ¿03^
ration taken in the year of our Lord one afford perfect relief whenever any organs of Kennebunk in said county of York, three ous parts of his body, especially his neck
val Timbers, Futtocks, &c. &c. wanted by thousand eight hundred and thirty seven, or the body are unhealthy, restoring strength weeks successively, that they may appear at a and hands ; weakness at the stomach, loss
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
otherwise dispose of the same as they may and health by removing accumulative impu Probate Court to be holden at Kennebunk, of appetite, general debility, and gradual de
Kennebunk Landing, Feb. IO, 1838.
any money accruing in the Treasury from rities—otherwise, in simple language, vitiated in said county, on the first Monday in April cline of the whole system, so as to threaten
taxation ; and if distributed, that each person humors. This is following nature—this is next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, an approaching Consumption. He was enVendue.
receive his or her proportion in the city, taking disease out of the body—and no other and shew cause, if any they have, why the1 tirely cured, and restored to a fine state of
ILL be sold by Public Auction, near the shall
town or plantation where he or she was so way can cure disease but taking it out. It prayer of said petition should not be granted.
store of Bryant & Warren, in Ken enumerated and no other.
must be carried away from the body, not
health, by five or six bottles of these Drops.
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court.
nebunk, on Saturday the 24th day of March
(l/^A Married Lady was for years afflic
A true copy—Attest,
Section 3. Be it further enacted, That the merely changed, as is the case when Calomel
next, at one o’clock in the afternoon, the farm Treasurer of State is hereby authorized and is given, or any of the numerous mineral med
ted with eruptions on the face, head, ears
John Skeele, Register,
of the subscriber, situated in that part of the required to pay over to the County Commis icines. It is in consequence of the perspira
March 10.
and various parts of the body, attended with
town of Kennebunk called Alewife. Said
that arises from the Thompsonian prac
of the several counties in this Slate, tion
violent itching, burning, &c. had tried many
farm contains about one hundred and twenty sioners
tice
that
has
brought
it
into
notice
—
but
sweat

proportion of the surplus revenue money ing is nothing compared to purging with At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick,1 I pi
uaui 1
1
prescriptions
without
effect ; was confined
acres of excellent soil, well proportioned as to the
belonging to persons resident in any part of Brandreth’s Pills, in the good effects on the
within and for the County of York, on the; to her room, and declined all eompany.
wood, grazing, tillage and mowing lands. the
State,
upon
lands
not
included
within
the
It has two good orchards. On the premises
One dose of 10 Pills will remove more first Monday of February, in the year of our She was cured by taking four bottles of
of any city, town or organized planta body.
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by
are a convenient dwelling house, barn and bounds
bad
humors
by the stomach and bowels, than
tion who are enumerated agreeably to an Act a dozen vapor
the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge these Drops.
other out buildings,—has a never failing well to
baths
on
Thompsonian
or
oth

fty^A Lad belonging to Saugus, whose
which this is additional, and before said er principles, could remove. Purging and
of said Court:
of good water, and the farm is one of the best County
head was covered all over with sores »nd
Commissioners
shall
receive
said
ndrew
A
ustin
,
guardian
of
David
in the county of York. Persons who have
sweating is all that is required to cure disease,
money from the Treasurer as aforesaid, they no mailer what kind. It can be cured in no
H Bufium, Matilda Bufium and Mary blotches, was wholly cured by a few hotmoney to invest will find it for their interest shall
give
bonds
for
the
faithful
discharge
of
Ann
minors and children of Timothy
lies, after every other remedy had failed.
to attend.
other
way.
duties imposed on them by this Act, to
Bufium, late of North Berwick, in said coun
Conditions liberal, which will be made the
BRANDRETH
’
S
PILLS.
Q^’A Child five years old, had her facebe approved by the Governor and Council,
known at the time and place of sale.
Are both sudorific and cathartic—that is, pro ty, deceased, having presented bis second ac covered with a scab, various eruptions about
and
as
soon
as
may
be,
after
they
shall
have
JOHN BURNHAM.
both sweating and purging. In some count of guardianship of his said wards for the body, and was blind of both eyes. She
received said money, they shall distribute the duce
they produce vomiting ; this is only allowance :
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
same per capita, to such persons resident a- cases,
ORDERED—That the said guardian give was cured by taking five bottles.
when the stomach is in such a state of foul
foresaid within their respective Counties.
notice
to all persons interested, by causing a
A Correspondent writes thus : " 1 have
ness
that
it
cannot
cleanse
itself
by
any
other
DR. A. G. FENNER,
Section 4. Be it further enacted, That all means. They always produce health, because copy of this order to be published three had Ulcers on my legs so bad that I expect
RESPECTFULLY tenders h)S services as
Acts
and
parts
of
Acts
inconsistent
with
the
PHYSICIAN & SURGEON, to the provisions of this Act, be and hereby are re they invariably excite every organ to healthy weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga ed to lose the use of them, and could only
—in other words, THEY ASSIST na zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, walk on crutches ; two pieces of bone came
inhabitants of Alfred and vicinity.
pealed. And this Act shall take effect and be action
Office over Silas Derby’s Store.
ture
to
bring about such a state of things as that they may appear al a Probate Court to away from my right leg ; when hearing of
in force as soon as it shall be approved by the necessarily
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on
Lodging at Joseph Sayward’s, Esq.
causes this desirable result.
Governor.
the firstMonday of April next, at ten of the your Reifels Botanical Drops, after trying
No
method
is
so
sensible
as
the
following
Dec. 30, 183*7.
3m
In the House of Representatives, Feb. 24, 1838. of Nature. Mankind have been long strayed clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any every thing else that I thought would allay
This bill having had three several readings, from the paths of Wisdom, and unfortunately they have, why the same should not be al my sufferings, on using three bottles, I found
PURE SPERM OIL classed
to be enacted.
myself nearly well ; the ulcers began t© heal
been seeking after any thing but common lowed.
ELISHA H. ALLEN, Speaker.
Attest.—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
up and cease running.”’
sense, and guided by any whim but reason.
GALLONS Pure WinIn Senate, February %7, 1838.
A
true copy—Attest,
us abandon, then, false notions and false
A Gentleman writes, he had been sorely
ter Strained Sperm Oil.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
This bill having had two several readings, Let
practices—let us endeavor to resume the path
afflicted for ten years with Biles all over his2000 gallons Bleached do.
March 3.
passed to be enacted.
of nature, and be guided by the light of reas
body,and having tried all kinds of remedies»
500 “ Pure Fall do.
N. S. LITTLEFIELD, President.
on ; let us cease to ruin our eyes by gas or At a Court of Probate, held at South Berwick, without success, by the use of these Drops500 w Pure Summer do.
Feb. 28tb, 1838. Approved.
candle light, and we shall need no opticians—
The subscriber having established a Facto
within and for the County of York, on the he was perfectly cured.
EDWARD KENT.
let us cease doing those things which are con first Monday of February, in the year of our
ry for the manufacture of Oil, will keep the
Another Gentleman writes : “ I have'
trary to the nature of our bodies, and we
article constantly for sale at the Factory in
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by been seriously afflicted with the Salt RheumSTATE OF MAINE.
shall
need
no
physicians
—
let
us
endeavor
to
Fore Street, or at No. 8 Merchants Row, at
Secretary’s Office, >
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
on my head, &c. and resorted to the use of
find out what is nature, what are the laws
Court:
the lowest Boston prices. Warranted equal
Augusta, Feb. 28, 1838. 5
that
govern
her.
In
this
work
experience
to any manufactured in the United States.
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true
NDREW AUSTIN, guardian of Francis many medicines without effecting a cure, or
must be our teacher, and prejudice must be
ALEX. H. LADD.
copy of the original deposited in this office.
Hasty, Julia Ann Hasty and Mary Abi doing any essential good, until I obtainecS
forever discarded as our companion.
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 25, 1837. epistf. Attest—SAM’L P. BENSON, Sec. ofState.
gail Hasty, minors and children of Amos
some of your Botanical Drops, which, ora
Every authorised Agent has a certificate of Hasty, late of York, in said county, deceased, using a short time, entirely cured me. E
agency in his store, signed by Docs. Bran having presented his second account of guar
Guardian’s Sale.
N. H. DOWN’S
therefore recommend it to every person af
Y license from the Supreme Judicia Vegetable Balsamic Elixir, dreth’s own hand writing. Purchaser ask dianship of his said wards for allowance.
flicted with this complaint.”
Court, the undersigned is authorized to FOR Coughs, Colds, Consumptions, Ca to see the certificate of Agency. All who
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
sell the genuine Brandreth’s Pill, have one— notice to all persons interested, by causing a
sell and dispose of the following described
dy53“ 1 was afflicted,” writes a person,
tarrh, Whooping-cough, Croup, Asth with full directions.
real estate, at private or public sale, to wit:— ma, and
copy of this order to be published three “ for six years with intolerable burnings all
other
diseases
of
the
head,
chest
or
Agents now made in York County are— weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga over my body, a dreadful ulcer on my left
lour fifth parts of the lot of land and build lungs.
Kennebunk, JOHN OSBORN & Co. ; Sa zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
ings thereon, in Kennebunk-port, formerly
—
also—
co and Biddeford. McIntire & Beck,—Sub that they may appear at a Probate Court to leg, and every other day a return of head
the property of Charles Pearson, late of said
N. H. Downs’ Rheumatic Liniment, which Agent, Selucus Adams; Lyman, William
ache. After taking one bottle I began to
Kennebunk-port, deceased, and now the es
is one of the most important articles of mod Huntress ; Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ; Sanford, be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the mend, and after the third, was perfectly
tate of Robert H. Pearson, Nancy Pearson, ern
first
Monday
of
April
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock
date. The beneficial effects resulting Eliot Tibbets ; Emery’s Mills, Aaron Webber;
Francis D. Pearson and Mary Ann Pearson,
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they cored ; sixty-two pieces of bone came from
minor children and heirs of said Charles from the applications of the above articles are Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill ; Lebanon, have, why the same should not be allowed.
my leg, mostly very small, the largest was
substantiated
by
a
variety
of
witnesses,
Libbey & Wood ; South Berwick, Parks &
Pearson.—Said lot contains thirty-two square
two inches long.”
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
among
which
are
the
following,
viz
:
rods, more or less, with a house and barn
Wilson ; North Berwick, Theodore Hobbs ;
A true copy—Attest,
Price $1, or 6 bottles for $5, with di
B. S. Minor, M. D.; Henry Cory, M. D. ; Wells, Joseph Wilson ; York—Ogunquit, Ba
thereon, pleasantly situated in the village of
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
rections.
Chester
Colburn
;
John
W.
Currier
:
Nathan
rak Maxwell ; York—Cape Neddick, George
March 3.
Kennebunk-port, and is the same real estate H. Hale.
^Prepared from the Original MS. Re
conveyed to said Charles Pearson by Jona
M. Freeman; York, Alexander Dennett;
These, with a great many others, certify York Corner, Samuel Douglass ; Buxton, C.
cipe of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by T.
than Downing, by deed dated March 24,
1823, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds to the good effects of the above articles.
M. Merrill, P. M.; Buxton Corner, Nathan El- Dissolution oECopartnership. KIDDER, his Immediate Successor and
For sale by
for York County, Book 113, pages 106 and
den ; Limerick, Sanborn ; Newfield—Dam’s
the Sole Proprietor, which with the other
BRYANT & WARREN.
107.—The said estate is to be sold and the
Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, P. M.; West do. T. & npHE Copartnership heretofore existing be- “ Conway Medicines,” is for sale at his
Kennebunk,
Feb.
24,
1838.
proceeds put out and secured, on interest, for
S. C. Adams; Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North
tween John Webber & Johnson Web
the benefit of said heirs, and, if not disposed
do., S. B. Bean ; Cornish, John McLellan ; ber, at Conant’s Mills, Alfred, is dissolved by Counting Room, No. 99, next door to J.
Boards.
Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court and
of at private sale previously, it will be sold at
ANTED to purchase by the subscri Limington, James McArthur; Waterborough, ' mutual consent. The business will be con Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall, Boston,,
Public Auction on the third day of April
James
Leavett.
tinued
by
John
Webber
at
the
old
stand,
ber, one hundred thousand good mer
next, at ten o’clock, A.M. on the premises.
Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincoln 1 where he would be happy to receive a con for sale also by his special appointment, byr
chantable Boards.
NANCY PEARSON, Guardian.
Counties will be supplied hereafter from Mr.1 tinuance of public favor.
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kennebunk.
WILLIAM
LORD & Co.
N. B. The remaining one fifth part of Kennebunk, Feb. 23, 1838.
S. H. Colesworthy, Portland.
All persons indebted to the late firm must
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
said premises, and my right to dower there
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
make payment on or before the first day of
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
~ Leather Preservative^
in, will be disposed of at the same time on
Only authorized travelling Agent for the
April next, or their accounts will be left with
liberal terms.
NANCY PEARSON.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
State of Maine.
an’Attorney for collection.
A large discount made to those who buy
February 24, 1838.
Dec. 2.
Kennebunk, Feb. 10,1838,
tf.
February 17, 1838.
to sell again.
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i Twod0"nrbeecha"geil 011 al.
illllereSt laid at ‘he expirar
feSmed, except aft
paper disco»>

ages are ;

fcmlfor iis insert»0»-

=57mISCELLAJ
I |„ looking «ver Mr.
Police Court reports, Ml
¡2 the following remar

account of the detection
* '\lK'dV lte F
had once been in the P
| tionj the others were b
! jhe boys was discnargei
the other two were
Reformation. ivlr- Hl11
! fhe father of the bi
: 8( lhe (rial, and exhibite
grief which might natui
\ ]]is general character 1
:! is considered a faithf
i ilyjand perhaps he will
intimate the probabi
H performed all his dufiei
i would not now, beaffin
; of his sons; we firmly
what we have observed,
:]ieve (hat parents in gen
i of their whole obligations
and in fact, that they
fective in the great dut
; specting, and vigilantly
ciplining (heir children ti
! i rendering obedience.—A
her an instance of an t
into court whose p
I these duties with that
i ‘ ily which their importa
! demands. The physica
-theirfood, apparel anr
1 carefully attended to, bt
' is left to the minister
who cannot possibly t
. 1 personal attention, in
whom they are exf
! There can be no apob
Whether poor or rich,
; | substantially the same
however strange it ma
poor man has the easi
dren move in a more litr
i himself is less exposed 1
tion withdrawn from his
' world and its empty b
| sions.
Suppose that the fatl
ers spoken of as abov
I duties we have specifier
kept the corrupting e
‘ Had he daily and sys
1 into their in-coming ar
he not have been abl
! employed themselves ?
I in his sight ? Was h
I a hundred—in the hat
and specific cautions,
i structions, to his chib
I and then at noon, or
| insisting upon an on
' the doings of the day
school ; their lessons,
portment while (here,
return? their recreatio
what, where and with t
Are these simple
(ions put home to child
¡s there aught in the
working daily laboret
Can a parent omit th
slant inspection, and
lhe bar of his own
neglected offspring
j | questions require neith
the part of the
' position to ask them is
requisite. If they be p
|! "fss, not only the act
II discovered, but its
1 ^'«s-its thoughts am
ats wishes, and asp
! ,mpnl^ and moral cor
i| understood as its pin
il
thing in its stiUe
ji ar><*, eiihPr by advi
h ^Priate treatment m
; applied.
I , het none answer
(I 7 i)ay ^e over, the
! ior 111 ’he first plac
:; fflpnt-.the exercise <
tIlp domestic aff
i
rest
m the second ,
attention to children
much bound to u,
q y°in ignorance, crin
'(
Prntect them fron
I
The man v
7e ¿han an
lere has not sot

JTfn.8 m»n cannot pie
?'ltle,"orldin ayea
n»r W?nt enemi
’’“»‘friends, letothe

.■.{’““““'•‘¡/.-It is
1118 »»nt of punotUB

